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COLLEGE NEws
 staFF NEws
at the end of  last term we bade a sad farewell 
to our resident it guru, music genius and bi-
cycle fundi, Paul Mayers who left us to lead 
the it division at st stithians – we wish him 
all the best in Johannesburg. we welcomed 
Mark Mitchell back from his term’s long 
leave and bade farewell to Rolene Stoffberg 
who had been an integral part of  the music 
Department for 9 months.  Richard Smith 
and Marion Bradley were also welcomed 
back from their respective long leaves.
at the end of  this term we bade farewell to: 
Grant Nupen (Principal), Michael King 
(Deputy Principal), Grant Norton, Janis van Tonder, Aneen Kritzinger and Neil Watson. we 
also bade farewell to our English/ history intern, will Donkin. it was pointed out to the Editor that with 
the retirement of  the Deputy Principal, the bearded and bespectacled 5’5’’ three (Michael King, Rev. 
Terry Wilke and Stephen Carletti) were to lose one of  their number at the end of  the year – as this 
is tragic, it was decided that this trio should be immortalised in the school magazine.

 suPPOrt staFF NEws
This term we say goodbye to many support staff:
Brad Strauss, Operations manager, leaves bishops after 16 years at the school – Brad is one of  the 
rare individuals who has experienced life both as an academic (accounting hOD and Ogilvie house 
Director) and support staff  member and has built up a wealth of  knowledge over the years. his quiet, 
friendly presence on the campus will be missed
Sue Ritchie (Gibson), youthful housemother of  Founders, retires after 9 years of  loyal service. she 
will be sadly missed by the boys and the Founders dormitory staff.
Marie Julies, previously Cook and supervisor of  Founders and more recently First Cook of  one of  
the teams in the Central kitchen, has decided to take early retirement to be with her family. Over the 
last 22 years the boys and staff  have eaten many a delicious meal prepared by marie and there will be 
a big gap in the kitchen next year.
Maryanne Zide has worked as a Dormitory supervisor in both Founders and school house.  whilst 
never shy to air her views on any matter she always looked after her boys and could be relied upon to 
find many lost items. After 17 years at Bishops we wish her well in her retirement.
Petronella Morolong has played a vital role in the Catering Department for the past 5 years. besides 
dishing up lunches and making sure all the teachers got the same number of  roast potatoes, she was right 
hand lady to Sharon Witbooi and could always be relied upon to be calm and collected in the midst 

The Beards: Rev. Terry Wilke, 
Michael King and Stephen Carletti
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of  multiple bishops functions. 
Joyce Frances kindly agreed to come out of  retirement to act as relief  nursing sister to Sharon Hick-
en two years ago. she has been a great asset to the school, often helping out at short notice over and 
above her regular wednesday and Friday slots. Joyce will be moving up the west Coast to live with 
her sister, but has already offered to help us out next year if  we are in a pickle. so, maybe we won’t say 
“toodledoo” just yet.

we also welcomed two new royal supervisors: Rose Magaqoza at the Central kitchen and 
Thembie Tuoane at the Prep,

Our thoughts and prayers are with Fadelah Majiet of  the Cleaning Department whose husband 
passed away and with Lettie Visser of  the Central kitchen whose ex-husband passed away.

On behalf  of  the bishops community we would like to extend our condolences to the family and 
friends of  Mel O’Regan. Mel passed away peacefully on 30 august 2012. she will be remembered for 
her loyalty and dedication to the school shop.

Katy Grootboom (31 December 1956 – 14 October 2012) passed away 
at her home in murraysburg after a short illness. Katy was a truly special 
lady known for her incredible work ethic and huge smile.  she loved bishops, 
especially the white house boys and the Firth family, and was so proud when 
she was promoted to Dormitory supervisor in June this year. Katy’s incredible 
faith and the way she lived her life were an inspiration to us all and she will 
be missed by her bishops family.  a memorial service was held in the brooke 
Chapel for Katy on 23 October.

 aCaDEmiC aFFairs
14 boys qualified for Round 3 of  the South Af-
rican maths Olympiad.  Participants were the 
top 100 Juniors or top 100 seniors in the coun-
try. three of  our Junior boys became National 
medallists: Soo Min Lee (3rd), Michael 
Thompson (7th) and Sam Jeffery (10th).  
although we had no seniors in the top 10, Nic 
Cotchobos came 16th and Guy Paterson- 
Jones came 25th.  bishops was awarded the 
prize for the top participating school.  Fifty 
teams from different parts of  the country took 
part in the inter Provincial mathematics Com-
petition. bishops had 5 boys  representing western Province: Soo-Min Lee in the wP Junior a team; 
Rayhaan Surve and Jonathan Rossouw in the wP Junior C team; and Murray McKechnie 
and Thomas Orton in the wP senior b team. a truly sparkling performance by our mathematics 
students!

bishops boys excelled at the Cape town Expo and then at the Eskom Expo international science 
Fair which was held in Johannesburg: Gold: Michael Thompson; silver: Tim Jankovich-Besan 
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Bishops Prize Winners at the 
UCT Mathematics Competition
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and bronze: Ihsaan Dawray.  Michael Thompson was also 
awarded a ‘best in Category’ Junior Prize and was nominated for 
a second round of  interviews for participation in an international 
science Fair in 2013.

it is with pleasure that we announce that the head media Centre 
monitor for 2013 is Guy Paterson-Jones.

we are proud to announce the members of  the ten Club for 
2013: Daniel Chung, Paul Ferrandi, Saleem Firfirey, Joseph 
Khan, John Lanser, Oliver Marr, Afika Nyati, Nevarr Pil-
lay, Ismail Rawoot and Ty Wills.

 CuLturaL aFFairs
Nyakallo Makgoba was appointed as head of  the accelerated art Programme, and Afika Nyati 
and Oliver Marr were appointed as Vice-heads.

Nicholas Steytler and Jack Hanekom attended an afrikaans youth Conference which revolved 
around faith, leadership, culture and self-development and both received certificates.

Mohamed Bhawoodien was awarded Full Chess Colours for consistent results in our matches and 
for his captaincy over the last three years.

Joe Kahn returned from competing as a member of  the south african schools Debating team at the 
thailand world schools Debating Championship ranked 3rd in the individual speaker rankings – that 
is 3rd in the world! an outstanding achievement!  bishops debaters, together with their LEaP school 
partners, representing Portugal, won the prize for best resolution passed at the annual model u.N. 
Debate held at the western Cape Legislature. Congratulations to Nikhal Narismulu and Rahul 
Naidoo who put together a most original and watertight resolution.

 bishops will be staging rodgers and hammerstein’s classic, Pulitzer Prize winning play, Oklahoma!, 
from 12 - 16 march 2013 in the memorial theatre! Wayne Tucker will be directing and staging the 
production, with musical direction by Joc wrensch and stephen Carletti.  well known Cape town cho-
reographer, Roxy Levy, will by choreographing the piece.  130 learners auditioned and after a grueling 
three weeks the cast has been finalised!  The roles 
of  Curly, will Parker and Jud Fry will be played 
by Stuart Bristow, Oliver Marr and Dean 
de Klerk. Laurey and ado annie will be played 
by Ali Clayton and Jess Tinkler.  it promises 
to be a rousing rendition of  a celebrated classic!

we congratulate Mnotha Makhoba, 
Pule Nkopane and Tom Orton on success-
fully completing the Foundations in Philosophy 
course held at uCt.  in order to complete the 
course and be awarded a certificate, boys need-
ed to submit a short philosophical piece which 
was marked and responded to by a member of  

December 2012

Michael Thompson and his 
Gold-Award-Winning Expo 

Project

Oliver Marr (Will Parker), Jessica Tinkler (Ado 
Annie), Ali Clayton (Laurey) and Stuart Bristow 
(Curly) - photograph by Freddie Child-Villiers
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the uCt Philosophy society Department. 
a group of  eight public speakers participated in the National individual Debating and Public speak-

ing Championships at Clifton School in Durban. Of  the eight boys who participated, four qualified 
for the south african team to participate at the world Championships (again at Clifton) in 2013. Joe 
Kahn won the competition and is thus the reigning south african Public speaking Champion, with 
Nicholas marine coming 5th overall. Congratulations to the four boys: Joe Kahn, Nick Marine, Nic 
Cullinan and Rahul Naidoo on their selection to team south africa, and we wish them well for 
worlds next year.

we congratulate Nyakallo Makgoba (school) and Ihsaan Dawray (Gray) on their appointments 
as Chairman and secretary of  the srF respectively.

 sPOrtiNG aFFairs
the new Captain of  basketball is Lineekela Kaulinge and the First team Captain is Daniel 

Chung.  the winners of  the inter house basketball tournament were: Birt (senior) and Mallett 
(Junior).  the winner of  the most Valuable Player was Sadiq Majal.

Daniel Russell received a cricket bat for scoring 105 against Charterhouse on the recent 1st x1 
cricket tour to the uk.  School House triumphed by 6 wickets and with 6 balls to spare in the final of  
the Junior inter house Cricket competition. special mention must be made of  Clyde de Beer, who 
hammered a superb unbeaten 111.

the following awards were made for dedicated and continuous service as members of  the First aid 
team: Full Colours: Brian Magai and Maxwell Houliston; half  Colours: Jamian Heesom-
Baron, Siseko Maweyi, Pule Nkopane and Muhammed Razzak.

the bishops Golf  Championship and inter house challenge was held recently.  Luke Woods (the 
defending Champion) birdied the first play-off  hole to win the Individual title; Liam Cook claimed 
second place and James Beningfield third. the martin Versfeld ‘rookie of  the year’ trophy (best 
Grade 8 golfer of  the year) was awarded to Roch Allafranchino.  the spirit trophy (Golfer who 
best exhibited unbridled joy for the game throughout the season) was awarded to Jonathan Smuts. 
the inter house Competition was a close-fought event and birt house prevailed! the following golfers 
achieved half  colours: James Beningfield, Shaun Clark, Chris Lowndes and Jason Smith.

the mountain biking team participated in the staalwater mountain bike race: in the 60km catego-
ry, Chris Viljoen came second in his age group; in the 30km category, Alexander Rohrer achieved 
third place overall and first place in his age group.

Oliver Husband was awarded a Distinction tie for rowing.
Murray Bampfield-Duggan, Alex Thompson and Murray Willcocks were awarded Full 

sailing Colours, and Adam van der Ploeg, Matthew van der Linden and Ian Douglass were 
awarded half  Colours.  Travis Barrett was recently awarded his Junior Protea Colours for represent-
ing south africa at the Optimist world Championships in New zealand. as this was the highest level to 
which he could go in the class of  boat he sailed, he was awarded a Distinction tie.

 the inter house soccer was yet again a hotly-contested affair. with the enthusiasm for the sport and 
many sideline referees, the final game for the Juniors concluded with School House claiming victory 
over White House with a score of  4 –3. the senior game showed impressive skill from all players as 
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Ogilvie House managed to beat Founders House 2 - 0.
Ogilvie House won both the senior and Junior inter house squash tournaments and Derek 

Brink was awarded the Jackson Cup as the top individual school player for the second year in succession.
Julian van der Watt took part in the world rok karting Championship in Lenato, italy. Over 300 

drivers from 35 countries participated in this event and we congratulate Julian who ended 6th overall, 
out of  a total class of  75 drivers.

Congratulations to Michael Mynhardt who has been appointed as Captain of  the bishops swim-
ming team in 2012/2013.

Congratulations to the following boys who were selected for western Province water Polo sides: 
u19a: Max Herberstein; u19b: Shane Smith; u16a: Kimon Haralambous, Andrew Dur-
ing, Zac Herberstein; u16b: Luca Bersella, Jonty Quenet, Seamus Murphy; u15a:  Liam 
Neill; u15b: Michael Alberts, David Bruchhausen, Sozon Sarandis, Nicholas Franken-
feld, Brandon Salomo and Keanan Alexander; u14a: Matthew Perrot; u14b: Timothy 
Langerman, Jordan Nel, Brett Sneddon and Thomas Baldwin.  the following were selected 
for the boland Provincial sides: u14a: Francois Stassen, Sebastian Prentice and Alex Williams; 
u16a: Max Linley and Stuart Bailie and u19a: Alistair Kirk and Oliver Neill.

 awarDs
LEADERSHIP DISTINCTION
Roberto Aldera, Jordan Artus, Matthew Blackwood-Murray, Andrew Butler, Nicho-
las Campbell, Sean-Michael Campleman, David Choi, Harry Danckwerts, Alastair 
Dove, James Drummond, Martin Dyer, Callan Gallacher, Alessio Giuricich, Ethan 
Gray, Tobias Groeninx van Zoelen, Matthew How Saw Keng, Christopher Immel-
man, Shaun Janse van Vuuren, James Johnston, Alex Keyser, Luke Kuhn, Oliver 
Linley, Declan Manca, Giovanni Marchesini, Sergio Marias, Taahir Matthews, Jack 
Nebe, Tim Olds, Joseph Oliver, Daniel Pinn, Daniel Potgieter, Sebastiaan Remmel-
zwaal, Neil Robertson, Jan Roux, Louis Spencer, Tim Stirrup, Jean Truter, Roux van 
der Watt, James van Heerden and Michael West

JERSEYS
Academic
Jonathan Black, Taahir Matthews, James van Heerden

TIES
Distinction
Oliver Husband (rowing)
Academic
Mohamed Bhawoodien, Alastair Dove, Matthew How Saw Keng, Christopher Mar-
low, Gregory Rawbone-Viljoen, Matthew Stanley, Thomas Warne
All-Rounders
Jonty Fish, Stuart Miller, Peter Anguria, Max Linley, Matthew Reuvers, Lood van 
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Niekerk, Tim Waterfield, Lineekela Kaulinge, Robert Leusink, Jason Botha, Daniel 
de Freitas, Murray Moore and Simon Thompson.

OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL 2013
head of  school: Ty Wills (kidd)
Deputy heads of  school: Saleem Firfirey (Gray), Mnotho Makhoba (school)
heads of  houses: Max Herberstein (Founders), Jaydon Farao (white), Oliver Marr (Ogilvie), 
Michael du Plessis (kidd), Luke Barker (birt), Keegan Sutherland (mallett)

BISHOPS/HERSCHEL KILIMANJARO 
EXPEDITION JUNE 2013

contact Phil Court (pcourt@bishops.org.za)

There will be a Christmas Day Eucharist Service 
in the Brooke Chapel at 08h30 to which visitors, 

family and friends are invited.
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a FarEwELL tO staFF
GRANT NUPEN

My first impressions of  Grant were formed when he addressed the whole school at one of  the very 
first functions after his arrival. I clearly remember these words, ‘Let us laugh a lot and have fun 
together’. there was nothing about working hard and being professional. that was expected and 
the trust he had in his staff  was a given.  i knew then that our new principal was a gentleman; a 
man who was sincere; a man who would respect and care for his staff. This first impression was 
confirmed as I got to know Grant.  For the staff  there was an incredibly exciting start to Grant’s 
tenure, a staff  conference at Ganzekraal at the beginning of  2002 – a wonderful bonding experi-
ence for all. a new member of  staff  quoted, ‘man, 
if  this is what bishops is all about i am delighted to 
be teaching here.’

Grant you have always been a supporter of  the 
fact that we are a whole school from Pre-prep, 
through to the College. you have demonstrated this 
by your attendance at many of  our new parent func-
tions, music concerts, sports fixtures and year-end 
functions. you have even featured in our Founders 
Day quiz every year.   since your role changed and 
mr Vernon wood was appointed as headmaster 
of  the College, we have been lucky enough to have 
seen you at the Prep a great deal more, the high-
light being in our Chapel assembly every monday 
morning. this has enabled our boys to get to know 
you better.  i chatted to a number of  the Prep boys 
asking the question, ‘who is our Principal?’  these 
replies come with respect from our grade 3s, ‘he 
is the white-haired man who we see on a monday 
morning.’  ‘i know who he is!’ said another. ‘he is 
that old guy who is always talking to mr brown af-
ter assembly.’  a third young lad added, ‘i think he 
is very wise.’  One of  the boys in the older grades 
said, ‘i really enjoy mr Nupen’s talks in assembly; 
he give us something to think about.’ ‘wise’, ‘kind’, 
‘respectful’ were the words that came from most of  
the boys.  all the boys knew exactly who you are, 
“the Principal of  our school.”

i have witnessed your strong faith and calm clear 
leadership over the last 12 years and these impres-
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sions of  mine are very similar amongst our Prep 
staff. i highlight just a few: ‘a softly spoken, ap-
proachable man – a thorough gentleman’; ‘a 
lovely dry sense of  humour’; ‘wonderful support 
for the Prep’; ‘an incredible  faith’; ‘an impec-
cable gentleman’; ‘cool, calm and collected’; ‘a 
gentleman – a great leader – a man of  wisdom 
and integrity.’ it has been a privilege to work with 
someone with whom i have the utmost respect!

when i was appointed to my present position 
your letter of  congratulations and best wishes 
and the arrival of  flowers for Jenny at our home in Pinelands were very special moments, reflecting 
your thoughtfulness and care of  your staff.  being on the Prep Executive i have had the pleasure 
of  watching you chair, control and lead meetings; deal with difficult situations; deflect and handle 
tough questions.  as a parent i have experienced your calm, clear and strong leadership and deep 
passion for our school and I refer to that very difficult time of  Operation Mayhem in 2008. My son 
matthew was in the matric class

Of  course, beside every great principal is a wonderful wife. rosemary, you have been just that, 
supportive of  Grant and the Prep, watching sport, attending many concerts, Eisteddfods, inter 
house singing competitions. at the Prep you have always been at our beginning-of-the-year par-
ents’ functions and have been famous for your staff  wives teas, making sure that the bishops family 
continues to bond together and that nobody is ever left out.  at every school function you attend 
you are always smiling, greeting, asking after families, husbands or wives. this despite the kind of  
day you might have had!  Grant and rosemary thank for what you have done for our school, thank 
you for your wonderful support of  the Prep. it is, and has been, a privilege working with you.  i 
would like to close with an adaptation from a prayer called ‘Lord teach him gently’:

Lord treat them gently.
Grant and rosemary will leave our school at the end of  this term. 

it’s all going to be strange and new for them next year and 
i want you to sort of  treat them gently, Lord. 

you see he’s been our principal. 
he’s been boss of  our school. 

he has always been around  to lead our school, give advice 
and listen to all our needs and worries.  

but things will be different now.
 Next year Grant and rosemary will walk away down the avenue 
and start on another great adventure of  hard work and great fun. 

it’s an adventure that will have its ups and downs.  
Please take them by their hands Lord and teach them the things 

they will have to know. 
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but teach them gently if  you can.  
 above all help and guide them to continue to recognize you 
and love you and others around them with all their hearts. 

this is a big order Lord but see what you can do. 
they are such wonderful people our Grant and rosemary.

        Rob Riches

MICHAEL KING
michael was appointed as an English 
teacher at the start of  1988. Over the 
next few years he was appointed assis-
tant housemaster in birt house, and 
head of  the English Department. he 
coached athletics and was master-in-
Charge of  badminton. at the end of  
1991, Charles Currey retired as Vice-
principal and John Gardener was due to 
retire at the end of  1992. Council did 
not want to pre-empt the appointment 
of  the Vice-Principalship – preferring to 
give Gardener’s successor the freedom 

to exercise his own choice. Accordingly, five Senior Masters were appointed as a temporary ex-
pedient – tim hamilton-smith, Dave hiscock, hugo Leggatt, hugh Fynn and michael.  six 
months after Clive watson took up his position as Principal, he changed the structure around the 
deputy’s position by appointing michael as senior Vice-principal, and making tim and Dave Vice-
principals. hugo and hugh remained as senior masters, but moved on to other situations within 
a few years. when Clive watson resigned in the middle of  2000, michael became acting Principal 
until Grant Nupen took up his appointment in april 2001. the structure was changed again in 
2004, with michael becoming Deputy Principal, and tim, marcus bizony, and stuart west be-
ing the Vice-Principals and forming a bishops Executive committee with the headmaster of  the 
Prep. this structure was changed again in 2009, with the decision to appoint of  a headmaster for 
the College to match the headmaster position at the Prep, and so the current structure was put 
in place. with his retirement at the end of  this year, he will have served as deputy to the Principal 
for 20 years, the longest any individual has done so at this school, which is, in his words, a dubious 
distinction. From next year, the position of  Deputy Principal will fall away. michael continued to 
teach English throughout, but to fewer classes, but the classroom contact was very important for 
him to keep in touch with the core business of  the school.

I still remember the day I first met you – you were 38 years young and together we explored the 
bishops campus – you were pushing matthew (aged 1) in a stroller.  you were already a very experi-
enced teacher and had some good advice to give me, a first year teacher juggling a busy load.  And 
back in January 1988 you did not have a beard – and so i am one of  only 3 members of  staff  who 



have ever seen you without a beard.
I remember sitting in the very first laptop 

meetings with you and others and would like 
to acknowledge the incredible role you played 
in researching, developing and implement-
ing the laptop programme at bishops - now 
the technology rich environment in which we 
find ourselves.  You have been recognized as 
a world leader in this area - and how different 
all of  our lives are as a result of  your efforts. i 
remember how delighted i was to phone you 
one weekend to tell you that aidan sylvester 
had broken the bishops u19 all time long jump record – 7m 12cm – in 1991.  he broke the record 
at the Peninsula Champs and you had coached him in the build up to that event.

i was taught by your brother Dom and 30-odd years on i still remember things that Dom 
said and taught me and i know that there are 33 years of  boys and girls (now men and women) 
you taught who remember you and things you taught them and shared with them.  you are an 
outstanding teacher and educator and we acknowledge all you have done and achieved in the 
classroom during your career (and in this context thank God for the gifts he gave you and the 
way in which you have used them).   One of  my wishes for you in your retirement is that you 
get a job teaching a few classes of  English at a local school and just enjoy the simplicity of  be-
ing back in a classroom and all the excitement and rewards that go with interacting with young 
people – drop all that heavy Vice-Principal stuff. i fondly recall the period you stood in as acting 
Principal - all the staff  who were at the College at the time, and in particular my former house-
master colleagues will know exactly what i mean – you breathed new life, and vitality and energy 
and excitement into the school.  and i remember the headboy, Jason Van Dijk, asking you to 
attend a meeting in the school and Jason and the entire school surprised you in the amphitheatre 
by singing ‘happy birthday’ to you – it happened to be the day of  your 50th birthday.  what a 
defining moment – I have not seen the school boys show that level of  respect, appreciation and 
admiration for any other teacher over the past 25 years.  i discovered just yesterday that in addi-
tion to singing to him mike was presented with birthday cards from each house that every boy 
in the school had signed – need i say more!

archbishop, you will no doubt be pleased to hear me call mike a dyed in the wool anglican.  son of  
an anglican priest mike has lived a life devoted to his faith and dare i say calling.  mike and i served 
on the Chapel Committee together for many years and when i suggested reformist things like having 
the annual Carol service on the Frank reid mike supported the traditional advent Carol service. 
i know, mike, how important the anglican liturgy has been, and is, for you and respect that this is a 
vehicle for you to draw close to God.  you have been a good and faithful servant - we thank God today 
for your faithfulness to him throughout your life, but above all for his faithfulness to you.
hamba kakuhle, mike!
Phil Court
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GRANT NORTON
For any staff  member to dedicate twenty four years of  service to one institution is by any meas-
ure an exceptional effort. Grant has had an incredible career of  service to bishops as a maths 
teacher in the maths department, a house Director for fourteen years and, most notably, for 
Bishops cricket where he served as first team coach for fifteen years and Teacher-in-Charge for 
ten years. what many are unaware of, outside the squash fraternity, is that he served as chair-
man of  wP youth squash for twenty two years along with being chairman of  sa youth squash 
for sixteen years. as a maths teacher, Grant taught maths to all Grades and sets and is prob-
ably the only teacher to have taught add maths and maths Literacy. this shows his versatility 
in the classroom. he builds up strong relationships with his boys who feel secure in class and 
thrive under his watchful eye. Grant is remarkably well organised and undoubtedly holds the 
record for producing his tests and exams well ahead of  deadlines. the maths Department will 
miss his commitment to high standards and input at department meetings.

he was an excellent house Director that helped bring in and pioneer many changes over his 
fourteen years particularly in bettering leadership systems and relationships between boys from 
different grades. he was a very successful Founders house Director who will forever be remem-
bered for his love for the house’s traditions and developing a happy family culture amongst the 
boys and all the staff  connected to the house. he was the rock and certainly paved the way for 
many strong leaders to come out the house over the past ten years he was in charge. he is cer-
tainly the perfect man for his new position as head of  boarding at stanford Lake College and 
will add great wisdom and expertise to their systems from his service at bishops.  

Grant will be remembered in the bishops cricketing annals as being the most experienced 
and most successful cricket coach of  the Bishops first team to date – a true Bishops coaching 
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Legend. Fifteen years of  coaching and around 450 games later he has lost less than 10% of  all 
these games played to a result. his love, passion and total commitment to the sport has been 
instrumental in developing an amazing cricket culture that i was fortunate to be a part of  over 
the past five years. This is also indicated by so many young ODs who have played for him in the 
past coming back to coach and support - some still hang around with the team and mingle with 
senior players who were their juniors when they were seniors. he has coached many players 
who have gone onto play first class and even international cricket- from Herschelle Gibbs, Paul 
kirsten and more recently siya simetu.  

what set Grant apart as a teacher, house Director and in his coaching was his undoubted 
skill in organization and administration. he was often the envy of  many house Directors 
because he had always finished his reports by the start of  third term, before most had even 
started. he is still renowned for marking maths papers and returning tests in record time 
and the boys love the immediate feedback. His precision and efficiency in his organization of  
cricket practices as well as tours set him apart from the average first team cricket coach. He 
was just exceptional in his work and really didn’t care much for second best.  Grant also knew 
when to have fun and lighten the mood with the odd prank most notably stealing caps on tour 
or setting up players and students in class by taking their belongings when left around and 
seeing their reaction once they have discovered they had lost them... as well as the odd funny 
chirp about a player’s character or playing style all in jest and part of  the cricket culture... as 
he often said to some of  the younger boys in his sides ‘i wouldn’t tease you if  i didn’t like you’ 
which certainly made them feel a part of  the group and well accepted. a more passionate and 
committed person i have yet to meet. he really helped instil a work ethic amongst many of  his 
students and most of  his players - it was infectious. but outside the unrelenting workhorse, he 
was a kind hearted and loyal friend who looked after and supported his close friends and staff  
in the house passionately. his wife Claire and daughter sydney were exceptional in caring for 
and making Founders staff  and stooges most welcome over the past ten years. they were very 
much his right hand in the running of  the house. i will be forever grateful for the Norton’s 
influence in my life. We wish Grant and his family all the best on their next adventure up in the 
North of  our country and we thank him for everything has done for bishops. what a legend!
Richard Smith

JANIS VAN TONDER
Janis joined bishops in 1997, having moved down from Durban with two young children. right 
from the start, Janis was not – and remains not – at all the stereotypical old-school spinster 
librarian – elite, snobbish, stern and steeped only in the classics. she is young at heart, has an 
excellent understanding of  boys and books – and she appreciates that in an age of  technology 
she has had to compete for the attention of  boys. to do this, she has employed a wide range of  
tools – technology, insight, humour and a love of  sport. her news bulletin boards are a delight to 
read, filled by an unerring eye for ‘what’s important’ in current affairs. Many a debater has done 
last minute prep in front of  her bulletin boards on some topical issue. 

Guy Paterson –Jones, the head Librarian for 2013 commented: ‘there’s a lot that goes on be-
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hind the scenes in the library that we often take 
for granted – books have to be  tracked down, 
sorted, catalogued, repaired. New books are 
constantly arriving in the library and each 
one has to be laminated, inscribed with the 
bishops mitre and entered into the system. 
this is an enormous task, but not once have i 
seen any hitches, delays or issues arise under 
mrs van tonder’s watchful eye. she takes the 
job in her stride, and over the years she has 
run the library smoothly despite its situation 
in the middle of  an all boys’ school with its 
myriad interruptions, noise and distractions.  
while books are arguably still one of  the 
most important aspects of  a library, bishops is 
known for providing many opportunities and 
the home of  literature is no exception. Every 
year we relied on mrs van tonder to organize 
teams and transport for the various compe-
titions around the Cape. Events such as the 
bergvliet battle of  the books and the Cape 
Argus challenge typified these. She has also 
been the driving force in the book Club where 
those with a love for reading can meet once or 
twice a term to talk about life, the universe and books - and even get to meet local authors .we 
will miss her enthusiasm for her role and the energy she brought to the library.’

Janis has an incredible general knowledge and set the school’s General knowledge quiz for a 
number of  years. For over ten years, along with mr bizony, mr and mrs king and mr wrensch, 
she was a member of  the staff  team who participated in the inter schools’ staff  General knowl-
edge quiz at westerfod high. she joined the Drama Department in 2009 and brought with her 
a wealth of  knowledge and talent, especially in the movement section, where her years of  ballet 
training helped her impart invaluable basics to her students.  wayne tucker notes that she has 
been a creative and dynamic drama teacher and that it has always been a delight and laugh-a-
minute sharing an adjudication or marking panel with her.  Janis contributed to or supported 
many events in the school. she ran the front of  house for school plays; she was a caring and 
involved tutor in Founders house. boys and staff  all know that she is an avid rugby fan and sup-
porter of  the 1st xV and that she rarely missed their matches. and her passion for her favourite 
rugby players is legend.  Janis is fun to be around because she is informed, witty and enjoys the 
company of  others and, because of  her positive nature, makes the most of  any situation. the 
staff  will miss her at all the formal and informal functions.
Sue McPetrie
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ANEEN KRITZINGER
aneen is respected as a dynamic, creative and resourceful 
educationist, with excellent subject knowledge.  she has been 
a wonderful asset to kidd house and the xhosa Depart-
ment. in her two short years as a member of  the College 
staff, she has brought stability and passion to her Department 
and worked extremely hard to uphold the academic standard 
of  xhosa.  she has also shown real concern to the boys she 
has tutored, not to mention in her work with interact and the 
african Languages society. she has been a rock solid friend 
and colleague.  ‘Ek het lanklaas in my lewe iemand ontmoet 
wat so veeltalig is en sy is ‘n inspirasie vir almal van ons.  sy is 
‘n xhosa-afrikaner en is lief  vir mense.  sy is ‘n persoon met 
meegevoel en is altyd daar om te luister, ‘n mens te laat lag 
of  jou by te staan.’  she leaves a most favourable impression 
on all those who have interacted with her, particularly the 
bishops boys who have had their potential maximised by her caring nature and concern for their 
psychological well-being.  it is with regret that we say good-bye to her, and we wish her well in her 
new position at bloemhof  Girls school in stellenbosch.
Graeme Klerck, Rhoda Manie and Wessel Theron

NEIL WATSON
Neil joined bishops at the start of  2011 as a part time teacher/ intern and staff  member in school 
house.  in addition to teaching Grade 8 and 10 maths in 2011 and Grade 8 and 9 maths in 
2012, Neil completed his PGCE at the end of  2011 and has been studying toward a PhD in 

2012. he leaves bishops to take up a position at uCt 
in the statistical sciences Department from January 
2013 and continue research for his PhD with the title 
Project management in the Development Context.  Neil 
has had an excellent rapport with his students and has 
been a wonderful mentor to the boys in his classes as well 
as the school house boys. they see him as good role 
model; a ‘wise person’, in whom they can confide and 
who will give good advice. they have enjoyed his sense 
of  humor and the kindness and fairness he has shown 
towards them. Neil will be marrying Laura taylor in the 
brooke Chapel on the 1st December.  we wish him well 
in his married life and for his studies and lecturing post 
at uCt.
Sue McPetrie
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The Most Reverend Dr Thabo Makgoba 
prays for Michael and Liz King, Grant 

and Rosemary Nupen.

2012 Confirmation candidates with Grant Nupen and Archbishop Thabo.

ChaPLaiN’s NEws
“Glorious things of  thee are spoken” - hymn 172 boldly proclaims and this is true of  the many 
functions we have encountered in the memorial Chapel of  late. Friday 19th October was the day 
for the College and Prep to bid farewell to Grant Nupen and michael king. a beautiful service 
of  thanksgiving followed with the archbishop thabo makgoba and bishop Garth Counsell in 
attendance. the liturgy was compiled for the occasion and, with the support of  the music school, 
became a beautiful and memorable moment in the life of  the school. the music and readings 

for the day were selected by Grant and michael 
and an anthem “angels will guard you” based 
on Psalm 91 was composed by stephen Carletti 
and sung by the choir as a special tribute to the 
esteem in which both school leaders are held. 
tribute was paid to both men with words from 
the 2012 head boy, sebastiaan remmelzwaal, 
followed by Phil Court (Geography) who started 
teaching at bishops on the same day as michael 
king, and claims to be one of  a small and select 
group to have seen him without the beard, fol-
lowed by rob riches, who spoke of  the Prep 
school and its close ties to Grant and rosemary. 
His first memory of  Grant as Head was the 
phrase, “Let us laugh and have fun together” 
and confirmed that this was the abiding memo-
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ry he has of  Grant over the last 11 years. The Archbishop spoke of  men of  substance and affirmed 
that both Grant and michael were educators of  the highest order who had served education, the 
anglican Church and the bishops community with honour and dignity. he ended the service by 
taking leave of  Grant and rosemary Nupen and michael and Liz king with this blessing, “may 
God the holy trinity make you strong in faith and love, defend you on every side, and guide you in 
truth and peace; and the blessing of  God almighty, the Father, the son and the holy spirit be upon 
you and remain with you always.” a standing ovation followed and the service ended with a stirring 
rendition of ” Guide me O thou Great redeemer” as the procession left the Chapel. 

Prior to this occasion we had said farewell to the matric Class of  2012 at their Valedictory ser-
vice held in the memorial Chapel on 12 October. James Drummond and Louis spencer delivered 
the Valedictory address on behalf  of  the matric group followed by the staff  reply. michael king, 
using the beautiful and newly-donated Lectern, delivered a deeply soul searching address to the 
congregation linking values and responsibility and ending with these words “be willing to give of  
your time, your energy, your vision so that other people may have a better life, and in as much as 
you are doing that for the weakest of  the weak, the poorest of  the nation, you are also doing it for 
our school and its place in our national life”.  the service ended with a rousing rendition of  Psalm 
150, the throwing of  the kneelers into the air and the headmaster, Vernon wood, formally dismiss-
ing the Class of  2012. 

September proved to be a busy month too, with the Confirmation Service on 2 September and 
the Prep Family service on 6 September. For the first time in many years the four Anglican Church 
schools of  Cape Town combined in a joint service of  Confirmation, presided over by the Arch-
bishop of  Cape Town, Thabo Makgoba.  The Memorial Chapel was filled to capacity as family 
and friends of  the candidates from st George’s Grammar school, bishops College, st Cyprian’s 
Girls’ school and herschel Girls’ school. tribute must be paid to the positive and collaborative 
team ministry exercised by the chaplains of  the four schools, mrs bev Voigt, rev. terry wilke, rev. 
Natalie simons-arendse and rev. bob Commin who persevered with classes within the challenges 
and demands of  very busy school programmes where students were not always available. the pre-
confirmation Quiet Day was lead by the Rev. Rus Blassoples, of  St Steven’s Parish, Pinelands at St 
Cyprian’s challenging the group to look deeper and more inward as they developed their relation-
ship with God. the group consisted of  27 candidates from bishops, 9 from herschel, 5 from st 
George’s, 2 from St Cyprian’s, 1 from Springfield (Ex St Cyprian’s) and 1 from UCT (ex Bishops).  
a special moment in the service was the glance between father and son as the archbishop laid 
hands on his son, Nyakallo. surely an historic moment as there cannot be too many archbishops 
worldwide who can claim to have done the same? 

the third term Prep Family service was one of  great excitement as we prepared to welcome the 
change of  the season. Previously we had thought to celebrate with a harvest Festival but thought 
that the seasons of  Creation liturgy provided more exciting and interesting content for a service 
celebrating life, the end of  winter and the beginning of  spring. a beautiful service followed with 
a special reading of  a thought provoking meditation by Lynn adelbert and a gift of  seeds and 
pansies from the starke ayres Nursery to each boy with the invitation to go and plant them and to 
celebrate new life. 



Meditation
If  the earth were only a few feet in diameter, floating a few feet above a field 
somewhere, people would come from everywhere to marvel at it; people would 
walk around it marvelling at its big pools of  water, its little pools and the 
water flowing between the pools. People would marvel at the bumps on it, 
and the holes in it, and they would marvel at the very thin layer of  gas sur-
rounding it and the water suspended in the gas. The people would marvel 
at all the creatures walking around the surface of  the ball, and in the water. 
The people would declare it precious because it was the only one, and they 
would protect it, so that it would not be hurt. The ball would be the greatest 
wonder known, and the people would come to behold it, to be healed, to gain 
knowledge, and to know beauty and to wonder how it could be. People would 
love it, and defend it with their lives, because they would somehow know that 
their lives, their own roundness, could be nothing without it. If  the earth 
were only a few feet in diameter.

third term College Evensong took place on 26 august with 
the rev Erica murray preaching. she is one of  the longest serving women priests in the Diocese 
and, in honour of  the 20th Anniversary of  the ordination of  women in this Province; it was fitting 
to have her as our guest. she told a number of  entertaining stories in her sermon which had the 
deeper message of  God being intimately connected to each one of  us and caring deeply for each 
of  us as his creation. 

the Pre Prep celebrates its 50th anniversary in a family oriented service in the memorial Chap-
el on 26th October. the previous evening a function had been held at the Pre-Prep at which 9 of  
the original 24 boys of  the inaugural class of  1962 had been present. the boys sang beautifully 
and Greg Brown had them enthralled with his brief  history of  the school. It was a fitting service for 
a school with humble beginnings and the faith of  the few. Greg concluded his message with these 
words – “in his Prize giving speech of  1961, then Principal hubert kidd had this to say about the 
opening of  Pre-Prep the following year: “I have heard the comment that Bishops won’t be happy until it has 
a pre-natal clinic and a burial society. But the heavy enrolment figures for the next few years (for what one might call 
the 12 year sentence) more than justifies ... this experiment.” ... and a very successful and happy experiment 
it has proved to be.”

Pastorally, the College has been blessed with the on-going support and ministry of  a number of  
people. the College mums’ Prayer Group which meets regularly in the brooke Chapel recently 
held a Prayer walk around the College grounds, praying for the school, the people and all it stands 
for. the men’s Prayer Group continues to meet twice a term on the second tuesday of  the month 
during term time and is well supported but staff, college and prep school dads and ODs. both 
the Prep and Pre Prep Prayer groups meet on a thursday morning and are also well supported. 
Naturally, each group is keen to have new members join at any time. we also record the work of  
mr Leon Glanvill who until recently ran the impact (su) group, the tuesday Evening boarders 
Cell Group and was involved with Paul meyers in the hbr2 camp. both groups have provided the 
boys of  the College with a smaller place to explore their faith and to deepen their Christian com-
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Archbishop Thabo and 
Nyakallo Makgoba.
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mitment.  as he moves on, mr keith warne will take on the role of  assisting with this society. it is 
also good to recognise the commitment of  the Common Ground Church Fuel team who have also 
been willing partners in these groups. 

we were privileged to welcome richard mills into the fold during the service of  baptism in 
the Confirmation service and are sad to say farewell to Pat Drew and Charles Richard Haw (Snr) 
(OD) who were buried from the brooke Chapel in the last quarter. we also said a sad farewell to 
katy Grootboom, white house staff  member at a memorial service in the brooke Chapel on 23 
October 2012 at which angus Firth and Di murray spoke, paying tribute to a much loved and 
highly respected person.  

in our need to expose the College to a wider church and sense of  spirituality, we regularly have 
speakers in Chapel from the staff  of  bishops as well as a number of  visitors who kindly and gra-
ciously give of  their time to come and talk to the boys in Chapel. this year the boys have met with 
a wide range of  speakers from the local churches and from other organisations and have benefit-
ted from their many words of  wisdom. Our Chapel collections have been focused on the Starfish 
Foundation which supports vulnerable children and households affected by hiV/aids. this Grade 
11 driven initiative has produced a large amount of  money which is due to be handed over soon. a 
big thank you to all who support the Chapels in your giving and your kind donations to the Chapel 
Flower fund and the Chapel improvement fund.  
Rev. Terry Wilke
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COLLEGE PrizE GiViNG 
12 October 2012

 ChairmaN OF COuNCiL’s aDDrEss – mr mikE bOsmaN
Distinguished guests, mr and mrs Nupen, 
mr and mrs king, mr and mrs wood, 
present and past members of  Council and 
staff, members of  the bishops trust, the 
Chairman and members of  the Pa Commit-
tee, ODs, parents and friends, young men 
of  bishops – Good morning! welcome to 
speech Day 2012 at bishops.
it is a particular pleasure for me, on behalf  
of  all of  us, to extend a special welcome to 
the minister of  Education for the western 
Cape, mr Donald Grant and mrs Grant to 
our prize giving. welcome to bishops, min-
ister, and thank you very much for taking 
time out from your busy schedule to be with 
us this morning - we appreciate it.  i would 
also like to extend a warm welcome to the 
Patron of  the OD union, michael water-
meyer; the President of  the OD union, 
John arenhold, and Vice Presidents and Past 
Chairmen of  the OD union here today.  a 
big welcome too to Past headmasters of  the 
school and Prep; heads of  other schools, to 
ruth and brian robertson, the Chairman of  
the OD union, and also to Carolyn hamil-
ton-smith who, together with tim, manages 
the day to day affairs of  the OD union. alan 
ramsay, Chairman of  the bishops trust, 
welcome, it’s great to see you again.  many 
past and present Chairmen and members 
of  Council are also here this morning – wel-
come to each of  you too. 

a Great school: 2012 has proved to be an 
exceptionally busy and successful year at bishops. bishops is an amazing school and one need only 
browse through our school magazine, or read the assembly notices, or drift past the buildings or 
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Education for the Western Cape, Mr Donald 
Grant, and Principal, Mr Grant Nupen 
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fields during the day to get a sense of  the massive array of  activities that take place here. The level 
of  achievement by the young men of  bishops in so many areas has again been quite spectacular 
this year. thank you for making us so proud. thank you and congratulations too to Vernon and 
betty-ann wood and to each of  the academic and support staff  members of  bishops for your 
incredible work with our sons. we really appreciate everything you do.
Grant Nupen: in a few weeks’ time, at the end of  the term, we will be saying farewell to Grant 
Nupen as he retires from bishops after almost twelve years as headmaster and as Principal. Grant 
has been a headmaster of  various different schools since his first appointment in September 1979, 
some 33 years ago when south africa and the world were very different places. Over this time 
Grant’s contribution to education has been immense. Grant and rosemary have done an incred-
ible amount for bishops and, although we are not saying goodbye to them this morning, as we 
have a few functions planned later this term, i would really like to take a moment here to thank 
them most sincerely for everything they have done for this great school and to wish them every bit 
of  health and happiness as they embark on the next chapter of  their lives. Please join me in a big 
round of  applause for them.
Michael King: we will also be saying farewell to michael king at the end of  the year, after 25 
years of  service to bishops. mike was appointed to the staff  in January 1988. he has held the posi-
tion of  Deputy or Vice Principal for more than 20 years. he has also served as acting Principal on 
several occasions over the years and his contribution to bishops has also been extraordinary. thank 
you michael for the massive part you too have played in the bishops history and thank you Liz for 
your great support. Please join me in thanking them.
Guy Pearson: as you know, Guy Pearson, the current rector of  michaelhouse will be joining us 
at bishops in January next year as our new Principal. For the past 9 months, we have worked very 
hard with Grant and Guy to do everything possible to ensure a smooth hand-over of  the leadership 
of  the school at the beginning of  2013 and we look forward to welcoming Guy and maree to the 
bishops family then as they move here, onto the school grounds.

Last year at prize giving Grant Nupen, half-jokingly mentioned that the role of  Chairman of  
Council was becoming almost a full-time job. so it has proved to be this year, in many ways. yet 
as always, i feel privileged to be serving bishops in this capacity to work together with a diverse 
group of  members of  Council who have so much experience and who do so much for bishops so 
freely. thank you all very much; you have been brilliant to work with. thank you too brian rob-
ertson for your wonderful leadership at the OD union and to the OD union committee for all 
of  your ideas, support and input on many issues. i would like to extend my thanks to his Grace, 
archbishop thabo makgoba, the archbishop of  Cape town, with whom i meet regularly, for his 
intensely valuable input on the issues we face at bishops and in education in general.

best teachers, Coaches and Facilities: Council remains totally committed to excellence, and 
improvement wherever possible, in every sphere of  the school. we will do everything we can, 
to continue to have and support, the best heads and teachers, the best coaches, and the best 
technologies and facilities. i am sure you will hear more about these developments from Grant 
and Vernon later. as before, we will continue to play our proper part in our Church and our 
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the final 
lap

a new road 
ahead

Whether you’ve finally finished that first, long year of high school or a matric
wondering just where the time went, we know that the last term means 

looking both back and forward. A new year with new challenges and 
opportunities lies ahead. For the matrics of 2012, it’s the biggest new start of 

all. It’s now time to put an exceptional education into action, at work and in 
your community. We wish you a lifetime of success.
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communities. Council also remains totally committed to respect, nurture and uphold the great 
traditions, heritage and values of  the last 163 years of  bishops. yet, if  we are to remain relevant 
as a truly great school, we also need to make sure that we balance all of  this with the rapidly-
changing world that we find ourselves in today and that our sons will find themselves in, in the 
future. so while we must see change at the school, which naturally brings with it some uncer-
tainty, we will always be true to our values.

Congratulations: to all the prize winners here this morning, well done guys and congratulations 
from all of  us. you should be very proud of  your achievements. men of  bishops, today is all about 
you. in fact everything we do here at bishops is ultimately about you and how, in your short stay 
here, we can best prepare you for the immediate, very transparent, complex, yet thrilling world you 
will be living in. 

matrics: i suspect all of  you in matric know what an incredibly exciting part of  life lies ahead 
as you write your final school exams and then celebrate ending your school career, hopefully at a 
few great parties. Good luck for that all, we are with you. Please stay safe. then a really wonderful 
patch lies ahead where you will probably study hard, play hard and prepare yourself  for your life 
beyond bishops. 

to each of  the men of  bishops here this morning, it is important to say that you will be judged 
in your life by what you do and not what you say. From time to time in your life, you will be called 
upon to make big decisions about your life and at those times you can ask yourself  a few questions. 
in making those decisions, how true are you to your core beliefs and values and to what you have 
learnt? how authentic is that decision to who you really are? will you make your decisions based on 
what is popular or convenient? Or will you have the strength of  character and courage, in a com-
passionate way, to stand up for what you believe is right? you must realise that it will be you who 
are going to build the future society in which we live. Not us old blokes! and we are always going to 
rely on you to uphold the best traditions and values of  bishops. Good luck with that.

in closing, i would like to wish you all a very happy and peaceful Christmas and a brilliant holi-
day. thank you very much.

 PriNCiPaL’s aDDrEss – mr GraNt NuPEN
Good morning good friends of  bishops! mike bosman, 
Chairman of  Council, members of  Council, special 
guests, in particular the minister of  Education in the 
western Cape, Donald Grant and his wife Cheryl, mem-
bers of  the OD union and the bishops trust, my col-
leagues on the staff  of  bishops, young men of  bishops, 
ladies and gentlemen, it is my honour and privilege to pre-
sent to you the Principal’s report in this the 163rd year of  
the history of  bishops.

it is always a great pleasure to add my own words of  
welcome to those of  the Chairman to the special guests. Mr Grant Nupen
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We have a number here today confirming that the shift of  this ceremony away from its traditional 
place on the last day of  the year has enabled and encouraged many more to attend. 
I would like to mention in particular:
■  the matric Class of  2012. it seems like just yesterday that my wife and i welcomed you into 

our home, taught you strange signs so i could remember your names, and now 5 years later 
you have graced this College with distinction. i particularly enjoyed having lunch with a num-
ber of  you and you mothers towards the end of  the year. a gentle touch and a privilege for us.

■  i have had the pleasure of  working with alan ramsay, Chairman of  the bishops trust for 12 
years and good to have you and thea with us today. i look forward to much more golf  with 
you next year. thank you to past Chairmen of  Council, James mcGregor and Geoff  Evering-
ham. Your support and prayers have always filled me and the staff  with strength and confi-
dence. you are great men of  faith and it is faith and trust which builds great schools.

■  talking of  Chairmen, i see tony and Dolores Fleischer with us this morning. tony was Chair-
man of  the board at the ridge school in Johannesburg during my time as headmaster. you 
are loyal friends and i welcome you.

■  special guests from yester years in many capacities, retired Principal John Gardener and his 
wife Sue, Rev Martin Coomer, Heather and Mike Bromfield, Brian and Gill De Kock, Les 
masterson.

■  heads of  our brother and sister schools – good to see bruce Probyn from herschel and Jean-
ette Welgemoed from Micklefield. Also some retired Heads, Midge and Judy Hilton-Green, 
Pamela Duff  and hugh Finn with his wife Louette.

■  michael watermeyer, Patron of  the OD union, John arenhold, President and brian robert-
son, Chairman. all ODs are important and all ODs are welcome. 

as this is the last time i will report to you as Principal you may be forgiven for thinking that i 
may ramble on a bit. but you are wrong! in my nearly 12 years at bishops i have developed some 
useful reputations:
■  shortest assembly: i arrived thinking it was Chapel, but was quickly reminded that the College 

assembly was ready for me!
■ the shortest sermon in chapel.
■  i will not disappoint you today.  this will be the shortest speech in the long history of  bishops 

speech Days.  in conclusion therefore i would like to give you a brief  summary of  what i 
would like to have said, but didn’t!

schools are busy places – we all know that. bishops is one, if  not the busiest school in the world. we 
all know that too. and it seems to get busier by the year. the calendar grows and we never leave 
anything behind. this is mostly good as busy people are happy people, especially growing young 
men. so what words would i use to report on bishops in 2012 – i have chosen just 4. they are, 
business, transition, strength and faith.

in terms of  business there is no doubt that the world and sa are living in tough times.  however, 
bishops has had an extremely successful year. the school is at maximum enrolment and waiting 
lists are long. we must continue to strive to keep our standards high and our improvements con-
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tinuous. we have exciting projects planned for the next couple of  years including: the purchase 
of  the land at the school entrance to preserve our entrance; the reconstruction and alterations to 
the Jagger hall at the Prep school; the construction of  the steffan Coutts-trotter indoor Cricket 
Nets; the construction of  the woodlands Project at the College entrance, which will provide a 
home for the OD union and bishops trust, house the museum and school archives and provide 
much needed change rooms and additional facilities for both spectators and players on the hockey 
astroturf  and adjacent rugby and cricket pitches.

in terms of  transition, i am happy with the selection of  Guy Pearson as my successor. we have 
a good succession plan in place and there are exciting plans in place for the next few years of  this 
transition while Guy gets to understand bishops and make his mark. transition of  a Principal is 
one thing, but we also have had to deal with the transition of  housemasters and other staff, who 
for various reasons have come to the end of  retirement cycles or sought challenges afresh. we thank 
them all for their great contributions to bishops.

we have had to be strong this year as we have lost many good people and the list is long. i men-
tion but a few: andrew meddick (Grade 10); Nick tishendorf  (staff); legendary teachers: Charles 
Currey, and legendary ODs: rev trevor tyers, hammie van breda to mention just a few. the list is 
long and terry wilke, our school Chaplain, was involved in over 20 funerals services in our Chap-
els this year.  Close to our family was the passing of  John self, OD and Vice President of  the OD 
union. he was also rosemary’s uncle. i would like to publicly announce and thank his family for 
the generous bequest of  r1 million which will enable us to present the John selfe music scholar-
ship in his honour in perpetuity. in all such circumstances and particularly in 2012 we have needed 
to dig deep in our faith and the faith on which bishop Gray founded this school. i don’t think we 
have been perfect but then in all humility i do feel that we have tried our best.

so, now as i conclude may i thank you for the opportunity, not only of  reporting to you today, 
but for loving and caring for both Rosemary and me, in  what seems like a fleeting chance to hold 
the reins of  this great institution. we have loved our last eleven and what will be nearly 12 years 
when we hand on the baton in January 2013 we are honoured and most grateful. bishops is like a 
finely tuned musical instrument – it is beautiful but needs re-tuning every now and again. Bishops 
is like a supremely fit athlete, ready to perform but needs training and rest now and again. I end by 
sharing with you what i have learned about this great school as i have walked the corridors, sat in 
meetings, watched the sport, the drama and listened to the music. 3 things!

BISHOPS IS ABOUT TEACHERS and LEGENDS: my father-in-law herby selfe (OD) 
and Deputy Headmaster of  Bishops Prep was really my first contact with Bishops. Through him 
we met anthony mallett and Vivienne – we were married in st thomas’s Church and our wed-
ding photographs were taken in Vivienne’s Garden – little did we know that we would one day 
lives many happy years in the beautiful home for the Principal of  Bishops.  Teachers are also finely 
tuned and need to find the delicate balance between Legends, load, overload, service and family. 
Not easy in a school like this but i would like to thank them all because in my mind they are all 
legends – each one of  them make up the beautiful orchestra of  teachers who mould the brains, the 
souls, the spirits and emotions of  the boys and parents of  bishops. teachers also rely heavily on 
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administrative and support staff  and i would ask you to please join me in acknowledging their ef-
forts.  i would like to thank a few legends in particular as they have supported me through my years 
here. there is John Charlton and Ed milne, - i spent my last night as a bachelor staying in his house 
and forgetting the ring after a serious Champagne breakfast produced by willow.  i met wilke, 
and know how many lives he touched. then there were John Gardener, basil bey, Paul Dobson, 
brian de kock, who took our wedding video, Peter Lemmy, alan Douglas and so the list goes on.  
the modern legends and here the list gets long but i include midge hilton Green, headmaster of  
bishops Prep, michael king, tim hamilton-smith, marcus bizony, Peter westwood, rob riches, 
Mike Bromfield and Andre Jacobs who served faithfully as Deputies, Trevor Tyers, Martin Coomer 
and Terry Wilke who prayerfully guided me as we led Bishops in the first decade of  21st century. I 
would ask you to please join me in acknowledging their efforts and thanking them. 

teachers also rely heavily on the College Council, administrative and support staff. there were 
legendary Chairs of  Council, David Carter, James mcGregor and Geoff  Everingham, who car-
ried on the loyal work of  the servants who walked before them together with Debbie morton and 
mukesh Govan, our Finance Department who always gave extraordinary dedication to duty. i 
could mention many more, wendy van heerden, Felicity Clemence, Charles tulwana, richard 
khontyo and brad strauss come to mind, and i know that all add to the great spirit of  bishops. 
there are many more, but before my commitment to time moves me on to my second point may i 
acknowledge my incredible gratitude to three people without whom i would have fallen many times

my Deputy, right hand, left hand, right brain and left. a man who has served bishops for 25 
years loyally and brilliantly. i thank michael king from the bottom of  my heart and ask you to 
acknowledge him and applaud him for his incredible support of  me and contribution to bishops. 
thank you michael, and thank you, Lizzie.

the other two are quiet ladies, who understand people and the daily intricacies and complexities 
of  bishops. i have relied heavily on their tough love of  people, their fairness and their thorough-
ness. Di murray is one name, unknown to many of  you, but i would like to thank her most sin-
cerely. thank you Di. the other is my loving wife rosemary. she knows me better than any of  you 
and she probably knows bishops better than any of  you. she was born here and has led me gently 
through the cauldron. Please join me in thanking her.

the next thing i have learned about bishops is that: BISHOPS IS ABOUT LEARNING 
THE LESSONS OF LIFE: I know curriculum and examinations are important, so is 
sport and music and many other activities but more important are these four lessons 
in life learned at Bishops:
■  Lesson Number 1: One of  the qualities i like best about bishops is the unashamedly high ex-

pectation around excellence. but what bishops teaches best is the delicate balance between excel-
lence, competence, confidence and arrogance. We don’t always get it right and I often hear from 
the broader community that bishops and bishops boys are arrogant. Certainly some are, but the 
majority have learned that delicate balance. some of  course are also labelled arrogant through the 
jealously of  others who don’t achieve the same level of  excellence. my dream for bishops, and i’m 
sure so is yours that this balance is achieved through humility. i think we are getting better.
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■  Lesson Number 2: the running game. i know that this is the classic trade mark of  bishops 
rugby and i trust it will never change. but the running game applies to so much more than 
rugby. it is about life. Play by the sword, win by the sword and die by the sword. we need to teach 
boys how to take risks, sensible ones and live with consequences. Let your imagination run and 
we encourage young men to be creative non conformists in a world where entrepreneurs, not 
corporations will define our future.

■  Lesson Number 3: bishops boys learn bmt – big match temperament. you learn bmt by 
playing in the big league, sometimes winning, often losing. bishops boys however, and i’ve seen 
it so often, rise to the heights of  a big occasion. we must always play in the big league or this 
skill will be diluted.

■  The last lesson – Number 4: Learn to be a tall tree. People connected to bishops in any 
way quickly learn that tall trees catch the wind. they learn to stop whining about it. you have 
to learn the balance between euphoria, stress, change and sometimes tragic disappointment and 
harsh criticism. i certainly have felt the cauldron of  bishops as i lived through: the celebrations 
of  excellence in an environment of  all-roundedness; the delight of  our competitors when we 
lose; the stalking of  the press and other media; a totally overloaded calendar; the challenges 
of  change, diversity and transformation; the harshness of  that evil and cowardly anonymous 
letter in 2008; the untimely deaths of  colleagues, rick skeeles and mark hanley, coupled with 
the tragic suicide of  ryan taylor in his Grade 9 year.

bishops prepares us all for the helter-skelter world of  the 21st century. at bishops you learn to be 
a tall tree.

the last thing i have learned about bishops is that: BISHOPS IS ABOUT LOVING: i have 
come to a greater understand of  the word ‘love’ in my years at bishops. i have always had a fair 
understanding about the love of  parents, families and children. the love of  the Lord and love as 
described in the gospels. but i also know now the deep loves which exists between boys and their 
mates. that strong bond where loyalty is sometimes challenged by the truth and the bond which 
cries “never bust your mates”. i understand it but don’t always agree with it. it is an age old tor-
ment, but i certainly understand that concept of  love at bishops. but again love of  your mates is a 
delicate balance between respect, tradition, power, service and leadership. we don’t always get it 
right, usually because you demand respect through power and privilege rather than serving to lead. 
i believe though we have made great strides in the last 10 years in the area of  servant leadership 
and i trust this might just be the one hallmark of  my years as Principal. i understand your love of  
your school and your OD union. it is precious and rosemary and i have been greatly privileged 
to part of  your love. I have often tried to define it and recently, thanks to the journal produced by 
the class of  ’62, i found a passage in the march Edition of  the 1927 school magazine which gives 
a summary of  the report given by Canon birt at the Prize Giving on 15 December 1926. it is still 
true today and i know it because i have lived it for the past nearly 12 years. i quote from the report.

“what is the spell of  bishops?” asked mr birt the Principal of  the College, in his annual report 
read at the prize-giving. he endeavoured to analyse it. “we may fairly say that bishops has devel-
oped some characteristics of  its own,” said mr. birt. but “there is one in particular, not absent, 
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it is true, from the history of  other schools, but prominent in the history of  this one to a degree 
that is quite remarkable. that characteristic is the intense loyalty and, affection, which bishops has 
always inspired. “From the earliest days successive generations of  masters and boys - and indeed of  
parents too - have been touched as by the mysterious influence of  a spell!” That may seem a fanci-
ful expression, yet it comes very near the truth. That spirit, that influence, that spell, call it what we 
may, or explain it as we may, is a living reality. the bishops people of  old felt it; we feel it in the pre-
sent generation. “hundreds not here to-day would agree that bishops has a unique attraction for 
them, even though they may be unable either to analyse or explain the causes. bishops people have 
always believed in the destiny of  bishops and have not hesitated to give expression to that belief.” 
in conclusion, mr. birt mentioned that 20 candidates out of  38 passed 1925 matriculation and 35 
out of  49 passed the J.C. exam the same year.  i am pleased to report much improvement in 2012!

i would like to thank you for the honour of  addressing you this morning and for according both 
rosemary and me the honour of  leading you for a short period of  your history, or can i now say 
our history? i end, as i always do, by wishing you all a blessed and happy Christmas with your 
families. i urge you to increase your determination and make this world, your family and this school 
a centre for Christ and His work. Be willing to spend yourself  in His service rather than selfishly 
claiming your rights, and above all never lose your sense of  wonder at the magnificence of  life and 
the dignity of  your fellow men and women. to all of  you i say: go forth into the world in peace, be 
of  good courage, fight the good fight of  faith, that you may finish your course with joy.

 hEaDmastEr’s aDDrEss – mr VErNON wOOD
minister Grant, mr and mrs bosman, mr and mrs Nupen, mr and mrs king, members of  Coun-
cil, special guests, colleagues, parents and young men of  bishops.

my parents recently gave us, their 4 children, our original report cards they had been storing 
for years.  Of  course, one cannot resist reading through them again and reminiscing.  Possibly my 
most pleasing comment, made in 1968 by my std 1 teacher, miss watters, was that she thought 
i had a delightful sense of  humour.  Probably my worst 
comment was made in 1974 by my std 7 class teacher, mr 
breetzke, who wrote:  “Vernon has maintained his 7th 
position in class and appears to be working hard.  maybe 
because this is because he complains so much in class that 
one expects him to do far worse!  Nevertheless i think he 
has the ability to improve in Geography.”  since i went 
on to become a Geography teacher, things must have im-
proved and perhaps my headmaster saw something in me 
because by 1976 he wrote:  “a most pleasing report.  Ver-
non should make a great success of  his future career after 
he matriculates.”  

As 2012 draws to an end it is time to reflect on the ac-
tivities of  the College and opportune to compile a report Mr Vernon Wood
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card on ourselves as a school community.  i wonder what we will say about the 2012 report in 30 
or 40 years time? at the beginning of  the year each of  the pillar heads set a number of  goals for 
their respective divisions in the school.  The academic pillar set out to and did indeed finalise the 
academic vision for the school, an important document which will drive developments into the fu-
ture.  revisions were made to our academic reports to parents in an attempt to avoid unnecessary 
repetition.  the revisions were appreciated by staff  and if  they went unnoticed by parents then 
that was a sign of  their success.  a decision has been made to bring forward the implementation of  
laptops to June of  the grade 8 year from 2013 onwards.  research revealed that 1/3rd of  grade 8 
had laptops by midway through 2012 anyway and so it made sense (although staff  acknowledge it 
wasn’t a simple decision) to optimise their use by introducing them into the classroom earlier.  mr 
king conducted a review of  ipads against laptops and found that laptops were still the optimal 
device to use in a bishops College classroom at the moment.  with the rapid improvements in 
technology this is a decision we will revisit regularly. mr bizony conducted research which sought 
to review our decision to write the Department of  basic Education exams as opposed to the iEb 
exams.  we have decided to stay with the present dispensation. i’m also pleased to announce that 
we have been able to increase the number of  classrooms available to us in January 2013 by two 
through some relatively inexpensive changes which are happening to the former Post matric block 
at the moment. a new venue for the post matrics has been created in the kidd house annex and 
all the bsu activities are now housed in a single building. i will shortly be referring to academic 
staff  that will be leaving us at the end of  the year, but it’s worth reflecting at this point that Bishops 
remains a highly desirable school at which to teach with our having received over 100 applicants 
for each of  the posts we have recently advertised and filled. The pastoral division of  the school has 
also had a busy year with the imminent retirement of  4 house directors. i would like to take this op-
portunity to thank messrs sudding, Ledwidge, Firth and Norton for the wonderful jobs they have 
done in their respective houses over the past 10 years. the houses are in incredibly good shape all 
round and i know their successors are pleased to be taking over from a position of  strength.  i am 
sure you join me in congratulating mrs bradley and messrs wallace, wrench and mallett on their 
appointments as house directors. Our congratulations go also to the newly appointed assistant 
house directors appointed to replace them: mrs Campbell, mr steyn and mr Nolte. Last term the 
very successful alcohol booklet was relaunched to the 15 schools that were part of  the first initia-
tive launched over 5 years ago. The booklet has been revamped to reflect changes in legislation 
and modern practice and our hope is that the messages contained in the booklet will be taken to 
heart by every teenager to whom they are distributed. Of  course the hot topic in the school at the 
moment is the modernising of  the senior/junior relationship to ensure we comply with the con-
stitution and the laws of  the country and, perhaps most importantly, to ensure that we as a school 
remain at the leading edge of  educational best practice in this country. international research has 
shown us that there are aspects of  top south african schools that are years behind international 
best practice and it is important that we adjust without losing our identity or character as a school, 
but rather by adding further value to the education offered at bishops. Next year poses a wonderful 
challenge for the 2013 matrics. the matrics of  2012 have set an incredibly high standard through 
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their conduct and attitude. i challenge the 2013 matrics to emulate their predecessors as they em-
brace the adjustments and seek to leave a legacy of  which they can be proud.

much progress has been made with plans for the development of  further facilities at bishops. 
building on the new indoor cricket nets should start before year-end and plans for the woodlands 
Pavilion are at an advanced stage. an engineer has done a study on what will be required to heat 
the water polo pool to allow pre-season training in our own pool. we intend pursuing this mat-
ter in the short term. i often say what a privilege it is to make announcements in assembly. i have 
reviewed assembly notices over the past 12 months and can report that since the last prize-giving 
15 boys have received sa colours and 39 wP colours in sport. 6 have received sa colours and 7 
provincial colours in non sporting activities.  4 boys were awarded academic jerseys and 51 aca-
demic ties.  Full colours were awarded to 48 boys and half  colours to 57. 12 all rounders ties were 
awarded and 7 boys achieved gold standard in the Presidents awards. 7 Gold medals were won at 
Expos and we won the uCt maths competition for the 5th time in succession, giving a total of  
15 wins in the 26 years of  the competition. None of  these achievements are achieved in isolation. 
sa schools players require a team to play with them weekly in order to develop their skills. Com-
petition for places is achieved through the depth we are privileged to have in nearly every sport in 
which we participate. successes in Expos and Eisteddfods and the Presidents awards and Com-
munity Outreach programmes and Olympiads are achieved with enormous effort from individuals 
and those that surround them. my thanks go to all the boys for the effort you put into all that you 
do. whether you were playing for the under 14 D cricket team in a knockout tournament under 
lights or strutting your stuff  on a field at Lut as either a player or First Aider or AV crew member 
supporting the athletics, your contribution to the success of  this school was important and i salute 
you. Just like my own report card, this does not mean that everything is perfect and i believe the 
next telling issues we need to address are the need to develop a more deep seated respect for females 
and the issue of  cyber abuse.

as i conclude i would like to acknowledge and thank all parents for the role you have played in 
the success of  the school and of  your son, in particular. i acknowledge too the tireless efforts of  the 
entire staff  in ensuring we remain a dynamic and relevant institution. in this regard i would like 
to pay particular tribute to those who will be leaving the staff  at the end of  the year. mrs aneen 
kritzinger has been with us a 2 short years, but in that time she has made a remarkable difference 
to the Xhosa department through instilling an academic rigour that will benefit all those who fol-
low her. we wish her well at her new school.  mrs Janice van tonder joined the staff  15 years ago 
and retires at the end of  this year. Janice has been a pleasure to have as a colleague and we have 
appreciated the warmth she has brought to the library over the years. the library, under her direc-
tion, continues to be a space that is well utilised throughout the day and is appreciated by a large 
number of  boys. i am pleased to announce today that mr Gerry Noel will be remaining at bishops 
and has agreed to take over responsibility for the library in the new year.  Grant Norton joined 
bishops 14 years ago, but his association with the school goes back many more years than that. his 
involvement in bishops is diverse and legendary, but he will probably be best remembered for the 
enormous dedication, experience and enthusiasm he brought to cricket at the school. under his 
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leadership the 1st xi has had an incredible run of  success, not only in terms of  results, but in terms 
of  player development too.  His influence will be missed as he moves to Stanford Lake College 
near tzaneen at the end of  this year and we wish him and his family well with the new challenge.

mr bosman has already paid tribute to Grant Nupen and mike king. however, at this formal 
gathering of  the entire school community i would like to record the thanks of  the staff  and boys 
for all that Grant and mike have done for this school. the deep respect we feel for both of  them is 
testimony to their illustrious careers in education. we salute and thank both of  you this morning 
and wish you well in retirement. as important as it is to look back and review, it is also critical that 
we look forward. we congratulate the Council on appointing Guy Pearson as the next Principal of  
Bishops and look forward to working with him in 2013. I’m sure those who reflect on this report 
in 40 years time will agree that the school was in good shape in 2012 although they may wonder 
what an ipad was.

 hEaD OF sChOOL’s aDDrEss – sEbastiaaN rEmmELzwaaL
Good morning minister Grant, mr 
and mrs Nupen, mr and mrs bosman 
mr and mrs king, mr and mrs wood, 
members of  council, distinguished 
guests, staff, parents, family and of  
course, young men of  bishops.

a school blazer is a curious thing. 
back in at the beginning of  your Grade 
8 year, you buy it big with the intention 
of  filling it out by the time you get to 
matric. Of  course on your first day of  
school, you look utterly ridiculous – a 
small boy running around in a navy 
trench coat five sizes too big for him. 
as the years go by though, you your-
self  grow up. sure, it’s not yet a per-
fect fit and by this time, your precious 
blazer has no doubt suffered numerous 
food stains, survived one or two close 
encounters with wet paint and almost 
certainly lost a few buttons. if  you look 
after it well enough though, you’ll find 
that it’s this same blazer that will be 
stitched full of  colours by the time you 
reach your senior years. your blazer 
forms part of  your identity and acts as Head of School, Sebastiaan Remmelzwaal.
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symbolic evidence of  your achievements over your time at the college. and then, at the end of  
your matric year, just when your blazer fits perfectly, the time comes for you to move on – to hang 
it up and begin a new chapter in life outside of  school. in a way, a school blazer isn’t very much 
unlike a lesson i’ve learnt over my time at bishops – a lesson regarding the danger of  complacency 
and furthermore the importance of  fulfilling one’s potential. As individuals, we are innately drawn 
towards this pursuit of  excellence. but sometimes, excellence just isn’t enough. we are part of  a 
society that is changing constantly - a dynamic world in which social norms and the standard of  
excellence changes from year to year. what may be considered praiseworthy one day, may be seen 
as mediocre or even unacceptable the next. if  we as individuals want to be on the cutting edge of  
excellence, we do not only need to be striving to meet the standards of  excellence today, but we 
also need to be open-minded enough to acknowledge the change that tomorrow promises to bring. 
Leaders cannot afford to be complacent. ignorance of  the change the future will imminently bring 
is no longer an excuse. but the danger of  complacency does not only apply to us as individuals and 
what better example is there of  an establishment that has embraced change with the same permis-
siveness that bishops has shown in order to become the esteemed institution we know it as today? 
as part of  the greater family of  bishops, we should take pride in the fact that this school itself  is a 
leader in the truest sense of  the word. For our college was not built upon 163 years of  complacency 
or mindless conformity.

2012 was a year in which the matric class took yet another bold step in the history of  our school. 
we decided that this would be a year in which we would seek to challenge that which claimed to 
be bishops - to question that, which had until now had hidden under the pretence of  untouchable 
tradition. we made it our duty to spark a change in the mindset of  the college regarding how this 
school approaches the idea of  respect – namely how we interact with our neighbouring schools as 
well as the relationships between boys and staff  within the college itself. On both fronts, we discov-
ered two things: Firstly, change is hard and much easier dreamed that done. to see a change in the 
ethos of  an establishment as old and as complex as our school, one cannot merely flick as single 
switch and expect a miraculous change to happen. the issue in question is never quite as simple 
as it seems because the nature of  relationships – both intra and inter schools – is determined by a 
multitude of  factors – all of  which need to be considered in isolation.  secondly, change takes time. 
i won’t for a second try and claim that 2012 was a year in which we managed to resolve the issues 
we identified at the beginning of  the year. However, I do hope that 2012 will be remembered as the 
‘catalyst year’ from which real change manifested.

Grade 11s, this is it. today essentially marks the beginning of  your matric year. a part of  me 
envies you. what with the issues that have surfaced over the last few months, 2013 has the potential 
to be a pivotal year in the history of  bishops – a year of  real change with you as the leaders. it is 
your turn to ask yourselves the question: “how will we be remembered? what legacy will we, as the 
matrics of  2013 leave behind?” as a school we need to continue to keep pushing new boundaries. 
as leaders you have a duty to be critical. Criticism, if  expressed correctly is fundamental in times 
of  change. that being said, criticism is only useful when complemented with an open mind. it’s 
important to take heart from this year’s successes and even more so to learn from its mistakes. make 
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the most of  your final year and jump straight in for it all goes by in the blink of  an eye.
2012 has been a year full of  phenomenal highs although it has not been without its disappoint-

ments – perhaps the most shocking being the tragic passing of  one of  our own, andrew meddick. 
His death has pierced the very heart of  our College and it is difficult to imagine when these scars 
will completely disappear - if  they ever do. Despite its fair share of  lows, bishops has displayed an 
extraordinary amount of  resilience. this was most notably demonstrated by the considerable suc-
cess of  the Eisteddfod this year. the undefeated 1st xi hockey team will undoubtedly go down 
in history as one of  the greatest sides this school has ever seen. although this same accolade may 
not apply to our 1st team rugby or water Polo teams, we can most certainly applaud the resolute 
determination shown by both of  these teams to retain their pride as highly competitive schoolboy 
outfits by managing to turn around potentially disastrous seasons. In addition, we’ve had boys 
represent south africa in a host of  sporting and cultural activities including rowing, hockey, sail-
ing, fencing, ice-hockey, chess, debating, science expo and public speaking. as if  this international 
exposure is not enough, the number of  outgoing school tours this year has being quite staggering 
with boys participating in sports tours such as water polo, hockey, rugby, cricket, golf, the simply 
blue tour to Greece, the cultural tour to israel, the French tour and in the performances of  our 
production Biloxi Blues at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe.

One does not have to venture too far off  campus to realise that we, as matrics of  bishops College 

(L-R) Karin, Kristen, Leen, Catherine and Bastiaan Remmelzwaal.
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are unbelievably privileged to have spent the last five 
years such an exclusive institution such as our beloved 
college. we are most fortunate among men. the mat-
ric charity fund of  2012 is but a small gesture that we 
as bishops boys recognise that we have a responsibility 
to give back to our community. this year, the matrics 
have chosen to support the khethani Christian school 
in kwazulu Natal. khethani is itself  run by an OD 
and so already has ties with bishops. we hope that our 
decision to sponsor the building of  a new wing of  class-
rooms as well as to assist in setting up a school website 
will go a long way to strengthen these bonds for the 
future. although, there is little the matrics of  2012 can 
do to express our full gratitude towards the bishops 
family we hope that the matric gift will serve as a mere token of  our appreciation to the school – 
and more specifically to the staff  body that has guided us throughout this incredible journey. The 
unveiling of  the new lectern in the memorial Chapel will happen in due course.

i’d like to take a moment to acknowledge the important role of  the parent body of  bishops. in 
particular i’d like to extend a vote of  thanks on behalf  of  the matrics class of  2012 to the matric 
Parents Committee. i don’t think we will ever really understand the full extent of  your effort to 
ensure that our last 12 months went as smoothly they did. apart from the planning and organisa-
tion of  the matric mothers and sons Lunch, a highly enjoyable matric Dance and our matric 
yearbook, i’m sure that there are countless other issues that you kept under wraps but that were 
just as important to the success of  this year.

while i have the microphone, i’d also like to take the opportunity to thank my own family. i’ve 
heard it said there are very few people in life that truthfully have your own best interests at heart 
and your parents are part of  this minority. it’s taken some time for me to realise this, but after all 
they have done for me in the past 12 months, i couldn’t agree more. so, i’d like to thank my mother 
Catherine, my father bastiaan, my sister karin, my brother Leen and my sister-in-law kristen for 
all of  their love and support over the past year and more. i love you all.

matrics, this may sound strange, but i actually hesitate to say what an honour and a privilege it 
has been for me to lead you this year. i’m not saying that it hasn’t been an honour or a privilege, but 
rather, i just don’t believe that those words can even come close to fully expressing the true measure 
of  my emotions. as a grade you have been supportive of  me and of  each other, you’ve been ma-
ture, full of  gees and you’ve displayed just enough mischief  not to set the school on fire but enough 
still to keep the staffroom gossip ticking over and to keep me on the balls of  my feet. Furthermore, 
i’d like to thank the heads of  houses and their deputies for demonstrating such prowess in their 
leadership throughout the year. in particular, i want to commend my deputies James and Oliver. 
your willingness to serve your respective houses and the school has been inspirational and although 
delegating has never been one of  my strengths, your advice at crucial times throughout the year has 

Mr Mike Bosman welcomes Sebastiaan 
Remmelzwaal into the OD Union.
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been priceless. it has been a humbling experience to lead alongside you both.
and so with that, bishops, i bid you farewell. this time last year, i gave you my word that i would up-

hold and exemplify all that you have taught me over my years at the college – lessons of  faith, of  loyalty, 
of  the pursuit of  excellence and of  leaving a legacy. i hope for your sake, that i have done myself  proud. 
Pro fide et patria. Thank you. 

 aCaDEmiC PrizEs 2012 
GRADE EIGHT
Daniel Tate  Grade Prize 1st, Science 

Prize, History Prize, An 
OD’s Mathematics Prize 
(shared), Life Orienta-
tion Prize (shared), 
French Prize, General 
Good Effort

Nicholas Janisch  Grade Prize 2nd, Eco-
nomic and Management 
Sciences Prize (shared), 
Practical Music Course 
Prize, General Good Effort

Luke Baker  Grade Prize 3rd, Afrikaans Prize, An OD’s Mathematics Prize (shared), 
Biology Prize, General Good Effort

Ahmed Dhansay Geography Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Tyger Thompson  Xhosa Prize (shared), The Junior General Knowledge Prize, General Good 

Effort
Theuns Kuhn  Technology Prize, Economic and Management Sciences Prize (shared), Gen-

eral Good Effort
Francois Stassen Life Orientation Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Christopher Pringle Drama Prize, General Good Effort
Ziyaad Bawa English Prize, General Good Effort
Jonathan Rossouw Geography Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Christian Stehlik Art Prize
Dylan Burke Non-practical Music Course Prize
Musa Nyangiwe Xhosa Prize (shared)
Nikolai Piotrowski The Headmaster’s Junior English Speech Prize
Tariq Dawray General Good Effort
Nathan Fleming General Good Effort
Lloyd Jones General Good Effort
Robert Lancefield General Good Effort
Carl-Phillip Lehmann General Good Effort
Christopher Mailer General Good Effort

Mr Marcus Bizony (Deputy Headmaster: 
Academics) looks on as Mrs Rosemary 

Nupen hands out the prizes
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Stuart Mesham General Good Effort
Alexander Peile General Good Effort
Drew Turpin General Good Effort
Nicholas Viljoen General Good Effort
Anton Volkel General Good Effort

SPECIAL MENTIONS
English Daniel Tate; Stuart Mesham; Nicholas Janisch
afrikaans Theuns Kuhn; Nicholas Viljoen; Carl-Phillip Lehmann
xhosa Boyd Kane; Akha Manjezi
French Jean Pienaar; Roch Allafranchino
mathematics Jonathan Rossouw; Nicholas Janisch 
Life Orientation Nicholas Janisch; Luke Baker
science Nicholas Janisch; Luke Baker
biology Nicholas Janisch; Ahmed Dhansay
history Nicholas Janisch; Christopher Pringle
Geography Daniel Tate; Nicholas Janisch
Ems Tariq Dawray; Jonathan Rossouw
technology Christian Stehlik; Boyd Kane
art Boyd Kane; Anton Volkel
Drama Robert Lancefield; Nicholas Proudfoot
music Brandon van der Westhuizen; Luke Baker

GRADE NINE
Liam Cook  Grade Prize 1st, French Prize, English Prize (shared), Biology Prize 

(shared), Geography Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Josh Knipe  Grade Prize 2nd, Afrikaans Prize, History Prize, Economic and Manage-

ment Sciences Prize, Geography Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Michael Thomson  Grade Prize 3rd, Art Prize, Science Prize, The Masey Prize for Environmen-

tal Studies, General Good Effort
Soo-Min Lee  Mathematics Prize, Practical Music Course Prize (shared), Life Orientation 

Prize, General Good Effort
Josua Joubert  Technology Prize, Die Junior J.S.M.Viljoen Skrywersprys, General Good 

Effort
Stefan Ranoszek Biology Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Christian Cotchobos English Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Rhiyaan Smith Practical Music Course Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Saadiq Brey Non-practical Music Course Prize
Edward Murphy Drama Prize
Phiwe Mayosi Xhosa Prize
Julian Dean-Brown General Good Effort
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Stefan Dominicus General Good Effort
Daniel Gregory General Good Effort
Luc Janssens General Good Effort
Robert Lees General Good Effort
Dylan Maxwell General Good Effort
Matthew Morris General Good Effort
Jonti Oehley General Good Effort
James Poole General Good Effort
Tom Richardson General Good Effort
Jordan van Tonder General Good Effort

SPECIAL MENTIONS 
English Dylan Maxwell; Max Gobel; Josh Knipe
afrikaans  Julian Dean-Brown; Christian Cotchobos; 

Rhiyaan Smith
xhosa Alex Green; Siyakholwa Qamgwana
French Hamid Toorabally; Josh Knipe; Jeremy Wilkinson
mathematics Liam Cook; Michael Thomson; Sam Jeffery
Life Orientation Jordan van Tonder; Rhiyaan Smith; Stefan Dominicus
science Christian Cotchobos; Liam Cook; Josh Knipe
biology Josh Knipe; Dylan Maxwell
history Luc Janssens; Hamid Toorabally; Michael Thomson
Geography Stefan Ranoszek; Luc Janssens; Michael Thomson
Ems Kieran Scruton; Jonti Oehley; Julian Dean-Brown
technology Liam Cook; Paul-Henri Daron 
art Liam Cook; Alex Green; Dylan Maxwell
Drama Jordan van Tonder; Paul-Henri Daron
music Daniel Gregory; Matthew Morris

GRADE TEN
Ihsaan Dawray  Grade Prize 1st (Archbishop West-Jones), Art Prize, Life Orientation Prize, 

General Good Effort
Daniel Mesham  Grade Prize 2nd, English Prize (shared), The Junior Reading Prize, The 

Lascelles Birt Memorial Mathematics Prize, Additional Mathematics Prize, 
Information Technology Prize, Strakosch Prize - Maths, General Good Effort

Thomas Orton  Grade Prize 3rd, The Guy Currie Science Prize, Strakosch Prize - Physical 
Science, Economics Prize, General Good Effort

Rahul Naidoo  The Hands Memorial Essay Prize, The Andrew Henderson Memorial Biol-
ogy Prize, Strakosch Prize - Life Sciences

Pule Nkopane Accounting Prize, General Good Effort
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Rhys Farrell The O.D. Prize for Afrikaans, General Good Effort
Andrew Bodenstein The Pauling French Prize, General Good Effort
Richard Freund Xhosa Prize, General Good Effort
Nicholas Cullinan The Stanley Clarke Junior History Prize, General Good Effort
Jonathan Fish Geography Prize
Justin Carey Maths Literacy Prize
Lood van Niekerk The Junior Louis Esselen Welsprekendheidskompetisie
Nicholas Hyslop Music Prize
Benson Joubert English Prize (shared)
Callum Bell General Good Effort
Harshil Govan General Good Effort
Jamian Heesom-Baron General Good Effort
Christopher Lea General Good Effort
Muhammed Razzak General Good Effort
Rijk Roux General Good Effort
Simon Thompson General Good Effort
Graham Welham General Good Effort
  
GRADE ELEVEN
Joseph Kahn  Grade Prize 1st, The Edna Hodgson Prize for English, The H.J.Kidd 

Speech Prize, The English Verse Prize, Science Prize (shared), Strakosch 
Prize - Physical Science (shared), Music Prize, General Good Effort

Samuel Wolski  Grade Prize 2nd, The Writer’s Prize, Science Prize (shared), Strakosch Prize 
- Physical Science (shared), The Pauling French Prize, General Good Effort

Nevarr Pillay  Grade Prize 3rd, Economics Prize, Additional Mathematics Prize (shared), 
Information Technology Prize (shared), General Good Effort

John Lanser  Afrikaans Prize, Mathematics Prize, Strakosch Prize - Maths, Geography 
Prize, Accounting Prize, General Good Effort

Paul Ferrandi Biology Prize, Strakosch Prize - Life Sciences, General Good Effort
Murray Walters History Prize, Life Orientation Prize, General Good Effort
Afika Nyati Xhosa Prize, Art Prize, General Good Effort
Guy Paterson-Jones  Additional Mathematics Prize (shared), The Solomon Prize for Excellence in 

Competition Mathematics, General Good Effort
Ismail Rawoot Information Technology Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Ishtiyaaq Rawoot Information Technology Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Peter Anguria Maths Literacy Prize (shared)
James Day Maths Literacy Prize (shared)
Ziyaad Adam General Good Effort
Andrew Court General Good Effort
Michael du Plessis General Good Effort
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Saleem Firfirey General Good Effort
Mnotho Makhoba General Good Effort
Nicholas Marine General Good Effort
Adam Smith General Good Effort
Keegan Sutherland General Good Effort

GRADE TWELVE
Martin Dyer  Grade Prize 1st (shared), Mark Newton-Thompson Afrikaans Prize, Die 

Senior J.S.M.Viljoen Skrywersprys, An Old Boy’s Prize for Science (shared), 
The Thresher Prize for Physics, Economics Prize, General Good Effort

Alessio Giuricich  Grade Prize 1st (shared), Gorham Mathematics Prize (shared), Harry 
Robinson Prize for Mathematics and Science, An Old Boy’s Prize for Science 
(shared), Victor Lewis Prize for Biology, Helen Liddell Geography Prize, Life 
Orientation Prize, General Good Effort

Ethan Gray  Grade Prize 2nd, Edward Ridge Syfret English Prize (shared), Visual Arts 
Prize, General Good Effort

Emile Nauta Grade Prize 3rd, First Pauling French Prize (shared)
Taahir Matthews  Gorham Mathematics Prize (shared), Gray House Old Boys’ Prize for Ad-

ditional Maths, PriceWaterhouseCoopers Prize for Maths and Accounting, 
Accounting Prize

Paul Freund  Stanley Clarke History Prize, The Warham Searle Prize for Southern African 
History, Bertha Solomon Prize for South African History

Jack Nebe  Sybil McGregor Prize for Historical Research, The Ashburnham Prize for 
English Reading

Daniel Potgieter Music Prize, The Senior Louis Esselen Welsprekendheidskompetisie
Roberto Aldera Information Technology Prize, General Good Effort
Andrew George Maths Literacy Prize
Charles Mackenzie Martin Silberbauer Prize: Most-improved Geographer
Declan Manca Michael Cameron Computer Prize
Matthew How Saw Keng First Pauling French Prize (shared)
Sebastiaan Remmelzwaal Edward Ridge Syfret English Prize (shared)
Jordan Apperley General Good Effort
Jonathan Black General Good Effort
Nicholas Campbell General Good Effort
Kishan Chagan General Good Effort
Adrian Farrell General Good Effort
Aidan Horn General Good Effort
Timothy Olds General Good Effort
Joseph Oliver General Good Effort
Neil Robertson General Good Effort
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OTHER SPECIAL PRIZES 
Thomas Vidal Rembrandt van Rijn Medal
Oliver Marr Leonardo da Vinci Medal
Afika Nyati The Sam Butler Drawing Prize
Joshua Hewitson The Pierneef  Cup for Art
Neil Robertson  The Brian Guillemard Prize for Major Contribution to Music in the School
 The Prize for the Best Contribution to the Choir
 The Sholto Cole Organ Trophy
 The Prize for the Best Contribution to an Ensemble (shared)
Daniel Potgieter The Prize for the Best Contribution to an Ensemble (shared)
 Instrumentalist’s Prize
Shaun Janse van Vuuren The Prize for the Most Improved Musician
Sergio Marais The Piano Prize
Sean Pitcher Rotary Club of  Claremont ‘Service Above Self ’ Award
Greg Rawbone-Viljoen Lidderdale Prize for Considerateness
Daniel Potgieter Lidderdale Prize for Considerateness
Egor Arkhipov Lidderdale Prize for Considerateness
Joseph Oliver Lidderdale Prize for Considerateness
Nicholas Campbell Lidderdale Prize for Considerateness
Oliver Linley Lidderdale Prize for Considerateness
Jack Nebe Lidderdale Prize for Considerateness
Henry Simpson Lidderdale Prize for Considerateness
Laurence Hill Thomas Dudley Persse Trophy
Tim Allan Thomas Dudley Persse Trophy
Grant Soll Thomas Dudley Persse Trophy
Oli Burt Thomas Dudley Persse Trophy
Daniel Mesham Thomas Dudley Persse Trophy
Simon Thompson Thomas Dudley Persse Trophy
Nikhal Narismulu Thomas Dudley Persse Trophy
James Roche Thomas Dudley Persse Trophy
Oliver Linley The Eric Rosenthal General Knowledge Cup
Daniel Potgieter The Bob Snape Prize for Enthusiasm
Jack Nebe The George Hodgson Prize
Matthew How Saw Keng The Philip Stent Trophy
Sebastiaan Remmelzwaal The Roston Franks Memorial Floating Trophy
James Johnston The Tuppy Owen-Smith Trophy for Excellence in Sport
James Drummond The Doug Todd Trophy for Sport
James van Heerden The Jamison Prize for Athletics
Sebastiaan Remmelzwaal The O.D. All-Rounder’s Prize
James Johnston The O.D. Merit Prize
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matriCs 2012 inspires individuals

■ Back Row: G Marchesini, T Wells, B Dunlop, P Sellier, T Groeninx van Zoelen, J Fish, A Thompson, C Lowndes, F Groeninx van Zoelen, O Husband, 
T Rusch, C Burger, K Kenealy, H Hardcastle, M Jameson, L Heydenrych, C Mackenzie, K Evers, G Christy, R Salie
■ 6th Row: A Golding, S Ryall, C Cockburn, D van der Merwe, C Gallacher, M Vanmali, M How Saw Keng, A Enotiades, L Spencer, J Roux, C Liebe-
trau, G Rudolph, J Smith, A Pentz, M Dyer, G Bartlett, N Bijl, T Olds, S Opie, D Walsh, A Kibble
■ 5th Row: N Francis, G Rawbone-Viljoen, A Giuricich, M Houliston, N Marais, J Drummond, J Miller, K Smit, K Jacobs, C Arendse, J Vadillo, L 
Eksteen, E Nauta, R Falconer, J Black, E Arkhipov, M Stanley, B Magai, A Hutchinson, J Tzemis, M Bampfield-Duggan, S Janse van Vuuren
■ 4th Row: B Hope Robertson, J Heinrich, M Grobler, T Warne, N Porter, P Leach, J Goddard, C Immelman, D Harding, A Butler, C Jangulo, J Swift, 
O Ntsimane, G Alexander, P Freund, A Zimmerman, R van der Watt, M Williams, K Patel, A Keyser, S Pitcher
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■ 3rd Row: C Marlow, A George, J Murphy, A Blum, K Schabort, K Coetze, J Baikoff, J Arnols, D Baard, A Horn, M Bolus, J Briggs, R Temlett, D 
Bodenstein, D Pinn, V Quma, S Campleman, A Dove, T Westwood, N Campbell, M Midgley
■ 2nd Row: H Simpson, M Bhawoodien, L Johnston, J Hermann, A Gebers, R Mills, M Vanlierde, J McClarty, J Apperley, G Hutchinson, U Mohamed, 
S Tengana, D Jedeikin, T Matthews, D Manca, T Raziya, R Aldera, N Robertson, S Majal, D Khanyile, A Farrell
■ 1st Row: E Gray, L Kuhn, K Steinhagen, J Artus, J Oliver, H Danckwerts, M Blackwood-Murray, J Morris, O Linley (Deputy Head), G Nupen (Prin-
cipal), S Remmelzwaal (Headboy), J van Heerden (Deputy Head), T Stirrup, J Nebe, D Choi, M West, J Truter, J Johnston, C Betheldo
■ Inserts: K Chagan, D Potgieter, L Ressel, S Marais 
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m a u r i t i u s  � s e y c h e l l e s

Beachcomber Le Mauricia����

Pay for 5 nights & stay for 6 nights

from R10 250 + R3 000 taxes

Rate is per person sharing inclusive of:
� Return SAA flights ex JNB
� Return transfers with meet & greet

at airport on arrival and assistance
on departure

� Full buffet breakfast daily plus a
choice of two restaurants for dinner
each evening

� Free land & motorised water sports
per brochure including unlimited
water skiing, wake boarding and
much more

� One free night included per adult

� 10% Early Bird discount included

� One child under 6 years shares free with
parents with free mini club attendance
daily for children aged 3 to 12 years

perfect ing i s land hol idays for  60 years

Reservations 021 685 0560
email: karen@suregiltedge.com
Find us on Campus at Bishops College

Rates are subject to currency fluctuations prior to full payment being received & availability at time of booking.  
30 day advance purchase applies.  Terms & conditions apply.

added value!
Rate is valid for travel 01 February to 15 March 2013

Beach Sure Giltedge Ad  10/24/12  2:08 PM  Page 1

thE bishOPs ExChaNGE
PrOGrammE

the Grade 10 Exchange Programme offers our boys the opportunity to spend a term overseas at a 
variety of  schools with whom we have an exchange relationship.  most of  our boys go on exchange 
in the 4th term, but we do accommodate a few boys in the 3rd term.  the Programme is popular 
amongst the boys, but does mean that most boys going on Exchange do not participate in the Epic. 
This year 33 boys were selected for Exchange:
Devon Bruiners Wanganui Collegiate New zealand
Byron Meyers Pembroke  australia
Oliver Burt The Scots College  australia
Thomas Van As Haileybury England
Nic Bester King William’s College  isle of  man  
Oliver Dhalluim The Lawrence School  india
Paolo Bonavera The Lawrence School india
Brandon Opie Llandovery College wales

■ Back Row: J Truter, L Kuhn, J Oliver, J Johnston, K Steinhagen, M West, J Artus, E Gray
■  Front Row: D Choi, J Nebe, J Morris, J van Heerden (Deputy Head), G Nupen ( Principal), S Remmelzwaal (Headboy), O Linley (Deputy Head), 

H Danckwerts, T Stirrup, M Blackwood-Murray 

hEaDs OF hOusEs 2012
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Ben Malandrinos Geelong Grammar School australia
Michael Wright St George’s School  usa
Graham Welham St John’s School England
Jonathan Quenet St Peter’s College australia
Matthew Kerswill The King’s School  australia
Pule Nkopane Mendoza  argentina
Nicholas Hyslop Orchard College  Chile
Adam Rothchild Orchard College Chile
Matthew Selliers Ridley College Canada
Justin Rowe-Roberts Ridley College  Canada
Pierre Heywood   Hale School  australia
Alex Gomes Puerto Varas  Chile
Nikhal Narismulu Rijnlands Lyceum holland
Matthew Reuvers Rijnlands Lyceum holland
Michael Inskip Woodbridge England
Jesse Wilensky Framlingham College England
Philip Van Biljon Kents Hill School usa
Liam Tennis Episcopal Academy usa
Jamian Heesom-Baron Dean Close  England
Richard Freund Montgomery Bell Academy usa
Lood van Niekerk Providence Day School  usa
Reuben Walters Lancaster County Day School  usa
Ben Kilpin  Christ Church Grammar  australia
Luke Leach Culford School England
Warren Black  Belmont Hill usa 
in the past the school has been able to accommodate all the exchange students coming to bishops in 
the boarding houses, however this is no longer the case. boys and families thinking of  applying for 
exchange must be prepared to host visiting exchange boys in their own homes. 

Nicholas Hyslop wrote the following letter to his Headmistress at Orchard College be-
fore heading for home: ‘the last two and a half  months have been one of  the most life-changing and 
amazing experiences of  my life and i will remember it for the rest of  my life. it has taught me some im-
portant life lessons and life skills and i am so grateful to have done it. One of  the highlights of  the trip has 
definitely been the Galapagos Trip. I only wish it was later on in my exchange so I could get my bearings 
a little bit before leaving and so the other exchange students could come as well, but it was still a one-in-
a-life-time opportunity and i absolutely loved it. i got to see so many amazing things from volcanoes to 
boobies, and it was also a great opportunity to get to know my classmates. i really felt part of  the group by 
the end and i would do it again a hundred times. another highlight was the last week holiday for the 18th. 
i spent it at Lake Vichucen and it really is one of  the most beautiful and peaceful places in the world. i 
really enjoyed being able to relax in the sun, and i loved the jet skiing, water skiing, boating and canoeing. 
the only downside to that weekend was when i managed to take the skin off  my heel. staying on a farm 
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was a really different experience for me, especially coming from a big city where there isn’t a lot of  space. i 
really enjoyed it though, especially the motor biking on the dirt track that was literally twenty meters from 
the house. Motor biking has definitely been one of  the best experiences coming here, especially since I 
did it so often. also, because it’s a farm, there are some old cars lying around and we have spent many an 
afternoon getting it running and driving it through the orchards, which is enormous fun. i actually learnt 
how to properly drive a car here, although the steering wheel was on the wrong side of  the car. another 
useful skill learnt here was horse riding, and i really enjoyed it, although i think i’ll stick to motorbikes. 
One of  things i really enjoyed about Chile was the barbeques. the way they cook meat here is delicious, 
and i always full myself  to the brim with bread and meat. the people here are also friendly and ready to 
help, although the language barrier has been a bit offsetting. however, learning spanish has been really 
fun, and i think an important skill to take me to later life. i do wish the weather was warmer, and i really 
wish i could have gone skiing, but those are my only regrets. my exchange family has been really interest-
ing and fun. There are five children, so I got the full family experience, all very loud and very Spanish. 
the family barbeques have been the most fun, as there are 40 cousins on the one side and 36 on the other, 
meaning the house is filled with people and laughter and arguments, which kids of  all ages running amok. 
it was really different for me because i come from a smallish family with very little peripheral family (just 
two cousins from both sides!). but i really enjoyed the new experience and had a good time on every oc-
casion. it hasn’t all been laughter and fun though. the passing of  Juan Jose and his brothers was a really 
sad time for everyone, and it was a very tough experience. although i do believe that it helped me grow 
as a person and getting through the pain helped me build my character and deal with it. i really pray for 
them and their mother and i hope that she will be at peace with what’s happened. the school has been a 
new experience for me as well. i come from a very big school with only boys; so coming to a much smaller 
school with girls and boys has been really different. i do enjoy it here though, as it’s a lot more personal 
and you really get to know everyone much more than back home. and the girls’ element adds a whole 
new flavour, which has been fantastic. I’ve also enjoyed the sport, with the rugby and football being great 
fun and a good way to get to know my peers even more and feel part of  the community. the aliansas 
was also a really new experience and a really enjoyed all three days. however, the school experience that 
takes the cake has got to be the donkey ride. it was really fun and terrifying at the same time. the perfect 
initiation i think. all in all though, it has been a truly awesome experience and i have made some great 
new friends and learnt some greatly important skills and life lessons. thank you all for an amazing time.’
Phil Court 

thE PrEsiDENt’s awarD
it has been another successful year for the President’s award. 45 Grade 8s joined at bronze level at the 
end of  last year and 3 of  them have already completed their award: Christian Cotchobos, marc munro 
and Luc Janssens. well done to them. the most outstanding achievement is alessio Giuricich who re-
ceived his Gold Award in March and who is the first Bishops boy in History to have received all 3 levels 
of  the award. alessio had completed his bronze and silver previously and he is very proud to leave this 
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surF CLub
On Friday the 22nd of  september, bishops surf  Club departed for the thriving metropolis of  Elands 
baai under the supervision and guidance of  mr mallett, aka ‘sir bru’ and mr Noel, ‘the hipster’.  after 
a seemingly short and spacious drive listening to ‘Low rider’ in the bishops taxi (because, really, it is 
NOt a bus) and a not-so-slick unpacking, the instant crowd that was the bishops surf  club was off  to an 
incredible start. the four-foot waves were surprisingly uncrowded and they peeled for so long that most 
of  the boys were reduced to hooting, whooping wrecks. When it was too dark to surf, a fire was started 
and giant-sized portions of  spaghetti bolognaise were practically inhaled by the ravenous surfers. stories 
were told; eyelids began to droop and when the announcement was made that there would be a 5:30am 
dawn patrol; no one could get to their beds fast enough. at about 5:00 the next morning, the longest 
train in the world began thundering past the window and the various alarms were rendered useless, 
because it was still going past at 5:30am. bed-headed teenagers, two teachers and a very grumpy varsity 
student (Greg mallett) huddled round the kitchen table with hot chocolate and rusks trying to shake off  
the chill of  their still-dripping wetsuits. Very soon the empty point was crowded again, but the quality 
of  the waves, despite the prospect of  this being impossible, had improved. after a solid session, a greasy 
fry up was at hand, some more wood was stacked onto the fire and the surfers slowly began to feel their 
toes again. it took them a while to muster up the courage to move from their seats, but the onshore wind 
called for a traditional drive up the coast in the hope of  eking out a wave. this was pointless, and by the 

legacy.  Graham turnbull and Jamie battersby went on a community trip to thailand and Cambodia, 
and gained much, but have been very discreet about it! they went with a few other pupils from Cape 
town and an accompanying teacher from the international school with the rustic Pathways organisa-
tion. Congratulations to the following boys who received their awards in 2012 at the time of  going to 
print: bronze level: Graham turnbull, Jamie battersby, stuart bristow, ben malandrinos, rhys Farrell, 
alexander rohrer, stuart miller, ismail rawoot, Jez macintyre, Lood van Niekerk, Patrick mitchell, 
Oliver Dhalluin, Christopher Lea, James Dry, Philip van biljon, Oliver burt, Pule Nkopane, thomas 
Vidal, Jonathan Fish, James Beningfield, Justin Rowe-Roberts, Christian Cotchobos, Marc Munro, 
Luc Janssens. silver level: Daniel Pinn, Callan Gallacher, tim wells, mark williams, Jefferson brown, 
Nicholas Cotchobos, muhammed razzak, Pule Nkopane, thomas van as, andrew warren.  Gold 
level: alessio Giuricich, aidan horn, Corbin betheldo, Daniel Potgieter.  i am pleased to announce the 
following Matric leaders for next year: Jefferson Brown (S), Tim Waterfield (W), Simon Innes (G), Sean 
van rensburg (O), andrew warren (k), andrew Court (b) and Justin Fanton (m).  Justin Fanton and 
ross Christopher have served as the bishops representatives on the President’s award youth Commit-
tee for 2 years now and will soon be joined by Pule Nkopane and Jamie battersby.  i look forward to an 
exciting 2013 which marks the 30th anniversary of  the President’s award and which should see a very 
special Gold award at the end of  the year if  Prince Edward manages to come to south africa for the 
event! i wish all the best to those boys completing their awards. 
Alexandra van Selm
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time they got back to Elands, the wind had died 
down and the waves were once again practically 
perfect. at this point one needs to take into con-
sideration the fact that the teacher-in-charge was 
the first team rugby coach and that the Storm-
ers were playing the Griquas, therefore an option 
was made that whoever wanted to could go and 
watch the game – well they missed out, because 
some boys surfed for 5 hours that evening. when 
it got dark, a braai was started and a cow’s worth 
of  meat was cooked. it is amazing though, how 
much a braai depends firstly on tinfoil (of  which 

there was none) and secondly, an oven. the oven broke and some impressive improvising was done by 
various individuals who proceeded to try and fry the mash that the vegetables had become. whether or 
not it actually tasted appetising or not will never be known, and everyone was too hungry to care. 

the layout of  the next day was roughly the same, bar a few things: there was near violence in the 
water due to an unfortunate and very debatable ‘drop in’ by yours truly! waves were found up the coast 
(this became more of  a paddle with a lot of  duck diving than a surf) and the wind had unfortunately not 
dropped by that evening, although the shore break was enough for a short and rather pointless ‘expression 
session’. that night, in order to avoid too much cleaning up the next day, dinner was eaten at the local 
restaurant, wit-mosel Pot and everyone was asleep by the end of  the 100m drive back to the chalet. a 
last surf  in more perfect conditions gave the rapid spring clean a cheerful atmosphere and after having 
to repack the trailer in order to fit everything inside, everyone scrambled into the ‘bus’ (it was not so spa-
cious on the way back) and after returning to fetch mr Noel’s wallet, the motley crew pulled away from 
the heavenly place they call Elands baai and quickly fell asleep, dreaming of  the brilliant trip. For many, 
those were the best surfs of  their lives. 
Oli Marr

POst matriC NEws
the past two terms have been an emotional period for the Post matrics, with the year coming to an end 
and with our different journeys approaching, it is only fitting to cherish every moment that we have as 
Post matrics. On the 28th of  august 2012 the bishops Post matrics embarked on a trip to Lavender high 
school where our eyes were opened and our perspective on social responsibility changed.  we helped 
the children and seeing their school made us appreciate our fortunes and humbled us all. we left the 
trip having learnt that not all children are advantaged. the school children all have their own struggles; 
some escape to drugs others in violence, but some remain positive and have faith that their situation will 
change. the teachers are very motivational, warm, and inspiring and help the learners every day. we, 
as Post matrics, have learnt that anything can be done once you put your mind to it.  On the 11th of  
October we put together an intimate and heart-felt dinner to show appreciation to the bishops teachers. 

The Intrepid Surfers!
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we all sat together at a table laughing, sharing memo-
ries and reminiscing on the great year that we have 
all shared. the Post matrics cooked an amazing meal 
and delivered speeches. as 2012 comes to an end it is 
only fitting to thank all our teachers for their effort and 
positive influence. To Mr Broster: we thank you for 
being an inspirational teacher and for being in control 
of  all our seminars; mr Court: we thank you for giving 
us all the hiking, and abseiling skills which challenged 
us both mentally and physically; mr kieswetter and 
Dr warwick: we thank you for your patience; mr and 
mrs withers: your warm and energetic auras will always stay in our hearts; mr knight: thank you for 
always challenging us and for your support; mrs Peel: we would not be who we are if  it were not for your 
amazing support and effort.  this year has been mentally, emotionally and physically life changing! we 
have all grown in so many aspects and studying at bishops has made us all stronger and given us the tools 
for university. Once again we thank mr wood and bishops for everything! we wish the Post matrics of  
2013 all the best for what will be an amazing year. 

BISHOPS Post-Matric
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Refilwe thanks Mr Court.

Post Matrics Enjoy the End-of-Year Luncheon.
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NEws FrOm thE hOusEs
 FOuNDErs
House Director: Grant Norton
Head of  House: Max Herberstein
Deputy: Michael Mynhardt
the second half  of  the year in the most prestigious house at bishops 

has been extremely eventful and it marks the end of  an era. Summer is finally here and al-
though the weather has been foul of  late, Founders House has managed to flourish in the last 
two terms.  We bid farewell to many this term. Firstly, the matrics of  2012, who are now official 
bishops ODs!  a warm thank you and many heartfelt congratulations must go to you all on a 
fine year of  leading Founders. The success of  this group can be seen in some of  our results. 
Tim Olds lead the house to an unbelievable second position in the inter house singing at 
Eisteddfod. we took second place in the inter house soccer and were very successful in the 
hockey and rugby lead by the Ryall brothers and Tim Stirrup respectively. the incoming 
matric group of  2013 will certainly take a lot from Tim and his boys and try their utmost to 
live up to, and improve upon, their success. Grant Norton is nearing the end of  his successful 
career as house Director of  Founders and we thank him for a job well done and hope that his 
journey will be a very exciting and fruitful one as he leaves us for Limpopo. Our housemother, 
Mrs. Sue Gibson, is also leaving at the end of  this year and judging by the care and compas-
sion she had in looking after us, it is certain that she will succeed in her new chapter. Mrs. 
Gibson, thank you for everything you have done.

along with the new matrics, Dave Mallett will be taking over as house Director and the 
Grade 11s have already had a chance to meet and discuss the future of  Founders with him and 
Mr Leon Glavill. Following discussions, Founders will experience a couple of  small changes 
and we can only look forward to a great year in 2013 under Mr Mallett’s strong leadership

Congratulations must go to the following who have achieved considerably in and out of  the 
house these past two terms: Michael Mynhardt on his appointment as Captain of  swim-
ming for 2013; Dean Moir, Lubelo Scott, Zukile Dube and James Murphy on their 
selection to the wP touch rugby team; Young Hwang on his full colours award for karate; 
Jeremy Ryall for making wP hockey; Max Herberstein – u19a wP water Polo; Oliver 
Neill and Alistair Kirk – u19 boland water Polo; Zack Herberstein – u16a wP water 
Polo; Seamus Murphy – u16b wP water Polo; Liam Neill – u15a wP water Polo. 

Founders house has clearly shown that it is a house packed with talent; success in academics, 
music and sport demonstrates this visibly. Floreat Founders!
Max Herberstein
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 sChOOL
House Director: Jannie de Villiers
Head of  House and Deputy Head of  School: Mnotho Makhoba
Deputy: Damon Lurie
It is with a sense of  pride and gratitude that we reflect on the past half-year in 
school house:
Sport: Our juniors won inter house cricket and soccer.  Clyde de Beer 
brilliantly scored 111* in 19 overs.  school house made history with a team 

in every single Inter House 7s final this year. Herman Share and Jo Miller received full rugby 
colours while Floris Groeninx van Zoelen and Gregory Alexander received half-colours. 
Nyaki Makgoba was appointed the Captain of  rowing. the following boys achieved wP col-
ours: Herman Share (rugby), Jarryd Strydom (hockey), Brandon Salomo (water polo) and 
Sebastian Prentice (boland water polo). Our tennis team (Tristan Rusch, Shaun Clamp, 
Jarryd Lurie and Daniel Gregory) were unbeaten in the a and b couples and claimed the 
inter house tennis championship. 

Culture: Four boys achieved gold diplomas in Eisteddfod: Peter Anguria, Afika Nyati, Obak-
eng Leseyane and Daniel Potgieter. Peter Anguria won the afrikaans Eisteddfod overall 
with 8 gold medals and was selected for the st Georges Choir. we had two boys in main roles in 
the College production of  Biloxi Blues that was staged at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. they were 
Daniel Fisher and Justin Hedges who achieved full and half  colors, respectively, for their 
performances.  Daniel Fisher was announced best actor in the inter house Eisteddfod plays 
and also landed a role in the movie Spud 2. school house boys were appointed as leaders in numer-
ous societies: Peter Anguria (Forum Chairman), Nyaki Makgoba (head of  accelerated art), 
Mnotho Makhoba (african relations President), Shaun Clamp (Philosophy society Commit-
tee member) and Damon Lurie (Global issues Network Chairman and Philosophy society Com-
mittee). Jefferson Brown and Stuart Miller achieved President’s award, bronze.

Junior Inter House Cricket Winners. Junior Inter House Soccer Winners.
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Academics: Liam Cook and Dan-
iel Potgieter achieved academic ties. 
top positions in their grade: Liam 
Cook – 1st in Grade 9, Tim Allan 
and Pule Nkopane – 5th and 6th, 
respectively, in Grade 10 and Afika 
Nyati – 8th in Grade 11.  Afika 
Nyati was appointed as a member 
of  the ten Club. Daniel Gregory 
represented bishops at the sa Eskom 
science Expo.

Spirituality: Robert Landon, 
Nyaki Makgoba and Jefferson 
Brown, were confirmed at the Confir-
mation service. Nicholas Kenealy 
was appointed as Captain of  bells for 2013.

Outreach: we hosted the Elizabethfontein Primary school Grade 7s who visited bishops and Cape 
town in the last weekend of  October.  the Grade 11 outreach leaders of  Founders, white and school 
house (Dirk Kotze, Daniel Fisher and Mnotho Makhoba), facilitated the programme. Peter An-
guria was one of  the main organizers of  the Starfish Concert which raised R12 000 for children affected 
by hiV/aiDs.

Leadership: Our 2012 matrics demonstrated excellent leadership. the following received leadership 
awards: Distinction – Harry Danckwerts, Michael West, Alex Keyser, Tobias Groeninx van 
Zoelen and Daniel Potgieter. merit – Paul Leach, Floris Groeninx van Zoelen. award – 
Tristan Rusch and Joe Miller.  the 2013 head of  house is Mnotho Makhoba and Deputy head 
of  house, Damon Lurie.  the 2013 srF members are: Nyakallo Makgoba (Chairman), Calven 
Wilson, Jarryd Lurie and Siseko Maweyi.

General Achievements: Five Grade 10s were selected for exchange: Devon Bruiners, Paolo Bo-
navera, Pierre Heywood, Luke Leach and Pule Nkopane.  all rounder’s ties were awarded to 
Peter Anguria and Stuart Miller. Ensemble ties: Afika Nyati, Peter Anguria. school house had 
a Pool tournament and the winners were Johnny Frost (junior) and Dirk Kotze (senior). 

Thank you: as we look back on a happy and successful year, we are aware of  the support, dedication 
and care of  the school house staff.  we thank Mr De Villiers, Mr Walsh, Mrs Koegelenberg, 
the dorm and catering staff, stooges and tutors for everything they do for us every day.  here’s looking 
forward to a bumper year in 2013!
Dirk Kotze, Mnotho Makhoba and Damon Lurie

Confirmation candidates, Rob Landon, Nyakallo Makgoba 
and Jefferson Brown with Archbishop Thabo Makgoba 

and Jannie De Villiers.
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 whitE
House Director: Angus Firth
Head of  House: Jaydon Farao
Deputy: Jack Hanekom
in the past few years, Culture has not been a strong point for 
white house, or any boarding house for that matter. so, one 

understands the overall excitement at the announcement that our house did not receive last place in the 
Eisteddfod, but scraped 7th place. it was a tough week with highlights in which we saw the extraordinary 
imagination of  Callan Gallacher and James Drummond and their great sense of  humour in the 
house play and an unexpected event when our head boy, Seb Remmelzwaal,  and fellow white 
house man, stepped onto the stage to belt out a solo in the senior singing. we were proud.

we went into the annual inter house 7s tournament with reasonably high expectations following the suc-
cess of  coming in second place last year and hoping that this year we would clench first place. The tour-
nament went very well for us and we reached two out of  the four finals, U15 and U19A. Both claimed 
victory over our arch rivals and certain favourites in the u19a section, school house. the inter house 
Soccer Tournament did not go as well as expected, losing in the junior division final and getting knocked 
out early in the senior category. the boys played hard, but next year will hopefully be a different story. 
Considering the amount of  soccer played on our new quad artificial lawn, we were very disappointed. 

white house has a good reputation when it comes to hosting the termly ‘white house Extravaganza’ 
social for the younger grades, and this year was no exception. Oliver Belcher in grade 11 pulled out all 
the stops and organised a fantastic event. it went so well that we decided to do it again in the 4th term, 
but this time to donate all proceeds to charity – a healthy sum of  r27 000.00 was donated.
in the 3rd term we have our Cultural and academic Dinner in which we celebrate the achievements of  

Senior Rugby Champions!
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the boys during the year thus far. many of  the grades have improved academically, but the most notewor-
thy were the Grade 11s who were the most improved house grade in the school. One boy in particular 
improved his aggregate by a staggering 20%!  

the matric Farewell Dinner went off  fabulously with not only a great feast, but a feast of  amusing and 
quality speeches. Mr Firth’s treated us to a hilarious song he had written – an unsavoury verse on each 
matric – based on a southern chant while the audience joined in with the chorus. Jason Morris (head 
of  house) had sage advice for all the stayers, while Callan Gallagher and James Drummond re-
galed us with some funny pictures of  the matrics. Callan Gallagher won the coveted Friendship award 
which is voted by the house. all in all a great and well-deserved send off  to a very impressive group of  
matrics who have really done the House proud this year, but also in the five years they have been part of  
our family. hikamalaaiashi!!!
Jaydon Farao

 Gray
House Director: Dean Sudding
Head of  House and Deputy Head of  School: Saleem Firfirey
Deputy: Nicholas Marine
as we are coming to the end of  the 2012 academic year, one cannot help as a 
member of  Gray house, to look back at the success achieved by so many, in 

almost every aspect of  school life. The year has flown by under the positive leadership of  the 2012 Gray 
House Matrics, who collectively executed a flawless job leading the House to all of  its accolades, some 
of  which cannot be measured by the results of  individuals in sports Days and Eisteddfods, rather by the 
ongoing ethos of  Gray house and constant upholding of  the “Gray house spirit.”

The House has enjoined a fine round of  achievements in many aspects of  life, with individuals repre-
senting their province and country at an extremely high level. we had boys travelling with the outstand-
ing school production Biloxi Blues to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, singers off  to Greece with simply 
blue, and cricketers enjoying a successful (yet slightly rained out!) tour of  the uk with Daniel Russell 
averaging an exceptional 55,5 runs per game. Callum Bell continued to set the world alight with his 
extreme swimming which included the prestigious robben island swim. Ian Douglass, Adam Van 
Der Ploeg and Nick Ryall excelled at the Lipton Cup whilst Christian Cotchobos represented 
south africa in the East in a world mathematics competition. Andrew Gebers was an integral part 
of  the unbeaten First hockey x1.

in other sporting news, Sean Douglass made it into the western Cape gymnastics team and Ales-
sandro Lupini and Anton Volkel are also to be congratulated on achieving provincial colours 
for fly-fishing. Gray seems to have been graced with a clan of  superb and dedicated rowers and this 
year didn’t fail to impress. James Johnston and Oliver Husband both made the south african 
team for rowing and travelled with the s.a. team to bulgaria in august. Oliver finished 11th in the 
quads and James finished 9th in the world for the single sculls event - a remarkable achievement 
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earning him the well deserved OD merit award at prize giving. a number of  our boys have also been 
selected to represent western Province for water-polo, Sozon Sarandis and Tom Baldwin (w.P. 
u15 aND u14) and Alex Williams (boland u14) whilst Daniel Russell will play for wP u17 
cricket in December.

Ihsaan Dawray achieved a gold medal at the Eskom science Expo and was awarded with a bronze 
medal at national level. Nicholas Marine and Nic Cullinan competed in the National individual 
Debating and Public speaking Championships held in Durban, where a south african team was 
chosen to represent our country in 2013 at the world competition. Overall Nicholas ranked 5th and 
will be representing south africa, along with Nic Cullinan who ranked 15th and will also be part 
of  the delegation.

In the inter house competitions, our seniors and juniors did very well by making the finals of  the 
hockey, narrowly missing out on the trophies. the rugby 7s teams played well but were unlucky along 
with the soccer boys not to stock our overflowing cabinet. The senior and junior cricket teams went 
through to the semi-finals, with the juniors being eliminated in the semis week and the seniors losing 
in the final to a very strong Ogilvie team. 

On the academic front, at the annual Prize Giving 2012, the following boys received prizes in grade 
8: Daniel Tate (first in grade 8 with 8 prizes), Nicholas Janisch (4), Tariq Dawray, Chris 
Mailer and Anton Volkel. Grade 9: Christian Cotchobos and Tom Richardson. Grade 10: 
Ihsaan Dawray (1st in Grade 10 with 4 prizes), Lood van Niekerk, Callum Bell, Harshil Go-
van, Nicholas Cullinan, Jamian Heesom-Baron and Chris Lea. Grade 11: Paul Ferrandi, 
Ziyaad Adam, Saleem Firfirey and Nicholas Marine. Grade 12: Nicholas Campbell (2 
prizes), Neil Robertson (5), Shaun Janse Van Vuuren and James Johnston (2). Paul Fer-
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randi and Saleem Firfirey were also elected to be members of  the 10 Club in 2013.
in essence, the year has been very successful and all the boys and in particular the dedicated and wise 
staff  consisting of  Messrs. John Knight, John Holtman, Geoff  Kieswetter, Wayne Tucker, 
Donovan Abrey and Ms. Rhoda Manie, Cheryl Gammon and Carol Witbooi (our house-
mother). the Gray house Class of  2012 has been an absolute pleasure to work with. they have 
portrayed and lived out the characteristics of  humility, empathy, integrity, service before self  and 
teamwork in all that they have undertaken as individuals and as a group. It has made my final year in 
Gray house a special one to go out on. the fact that they have been so varied and yet so united can 
be put down to the fact that each individual performed intrinsically and for the bigger cause. there 
was an absence of  any prima donnas in this team which laid the perfect foundation and that one 
does not easily find in today’s youth. Thank you for 5 special years and go well Matt, James, Nic, 
Neil, Chris, Sean-Michael, Shaun, Andrew, Luke, Matthew, Mohamed, Tom, Rob, Ol-
lie, Nicholas, James, Marc, Uthmaan, and Matthew. thank you for the huge support and fun 
over the last 10 years John, Johnny, Geoff, Wayne, Rhoda, Cheryl, Donovan and Carol. to 
the rest of  the house, thank you so much for making this such a special place to be part of. remember 
the words of  Cat stevens: “take your time think a lot, think of  everything you have got.” 
Dean Sudding 

we now wish Mr. Joc Wrensch (house Director as from 2013), Saleem Firfirey, Nicholas Ma-
rine and the Class of  2013 all of  the best for another year of  happiness, balance, enthusiasm, 
mutual respect and competitiveness.

The end of  term also sees the father figure of  the House, Mr Sudding, coming to an end of  his 10-year 
tenure at the helm of  Gray. Mr Sudding’s humour, remarkable memory (wouldn’t surprise boys if  he 
named every Gray boy that he influenced over the years!) and ability to make everyone feel comfortable 
in the house will be missed and we wish him well in what lies ahead for him in the future. the future 
matrics and leaders of  the house look forward to continuing to build on the ethos that Mr Sudding 
has built: to lead with compassion, courage and genuine consideration for peers.  we look forward to the 
challenges that lie ahead and wish everyone well over the Festive season. God bless.

Saleem Firfirey and Nicholas Marine

 OGiLViE
House Director: Glen Gibbon
Head of  House: Oliver Marr
Deputy: Alex Stewart

‘we won sports Day!’ was the motto ringing in the corridors of  Ogilvie after a rather disappointing 
5th in Eisteddfod and narrow losses in the inter house gala and basketball. however, those cheers 
were replaced by widespread vigour and determination to seize the rest of  the year thanks to ex-
emplary leadership from James van Heerden and Jo Oliver.  the Ogilvie ‘wild west’ Variety 
Evening was a huge success. The audience was gripped from start to finish by the raw talent of  the 
Ogilvie men. we had a multitude of  acts from each grade with the customary highlight, the grade 8 



Fashion Show. The evening satisfied everyone’s cultural palette; credit to fantastic musical numbers 
and chickens falling from the sky in the matrics’ rendition of  ‘songs in real Life 2’. 

sport this semester was a dream for Ogilvie. Our inter house teams raked in the gold and made 
our need for a third trophy cabinet even more pressing. in an unfair game of  20/20 cricket, Ogil-
vie thrashed Gray by 8 wickets. the heroes of  the game were Mark Wilson, the top scorer with 
29, and bowling prodigy, Timothy Westwood, who got 2 wickets for 11 in 4 overs. the same 
could be said for the hockey played against Gray. thanks to sa u18 player, Alex Stewart, and 
a number of  other first team members, Ogilvie won by 6 goals to 2. Ogilvie defeated Founders in 
the Inter House soccer finals by 2 goals to 0, thanks to resident soccer enthusiasts Chris Heu-
nis and JP Lanser. the squash was absolutely dominated by the Brink brothers, Derek 
and Peter, who were undefeated for the entire tournament. Robert McGregor, Philip van 
Biljon and Nevarr and Kael Pillay fenced their way to victory in the inter house Fencing 
tournament. special mention has to be made of  Robert who made the south african team yet 
again. rugby also proved to be very eventful. Our u19as did not have too much success, but in 
an amazing turn of  events, our u19 b seven-a-side rugby team thrashed school house on the 
Piley rees, earning us yet another piece of  silverware. Ogilvie men conquered both on land and 
in the water as three of  our grade 8s (Timothy Langerman, Matthew Perrott and Jordan 
Nel) were selected to represent the western Province u14 water polo side at the National Cham-
pionships at the start of  the holidays. 

the Ogilvie scholars have always prided themselves in achieving excellence in sport as well as aca-
demics. this semester was no different. Ogilvie had a monumental 25 prize winners with fantastic 
representation across the grades. in grade 11, JP Lanser, Nevarr Pillay and Oliver Marr were 
chosen to be part of  the 2013 ten Club. the school’s top academics belong to this prestigious club 
and it is a great honour to have such fine Ogilvie representation. 

this year’s Ogilvie Dinner was, yet again, a splendid spectacle. the Grade 11 mothers spared no 
expense and completely transformed the cafeteria. while feasting ourselves on the fantastic cuisine, 
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Senior Inter House Cricket winners. Senior Inter House Soccer winners.
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we were graced by eloquent speakers such as Nico Loizides, Mr van Heerden and the usual 
Ogilvie suspects. the dinner was to talk about the amazing year that Ogilvie had had and to bring the 

house together for one last time to 
say farewell to the matrics. it is a 
night we shall all remember.

the Grade 11 leadership camp 
was a very successful one. this 
three day seminar saw the Grade 
11s participating in a variety of  
talks and activities preparing them 
for the leadership of  the school 
next year. we all gained something 
from the various talks, but the high-
light of  the camp was definitely the 
obstacle course. here, the leader-
ship skills and teamwork of  the 

Ogilvie Grade 11s were tested by various activities from rescuing each other from a ‘sinking ship’ to 
blindfolded tightrope walking. Despite facing adversity at times, they prevailed as a group; nothing 
less than what is expected from Ogilvie men. this was the start of  the 2013 Ogilvie matric group. 
the camp ended with the Grade 11s brainstorming ideas about how to adapt to the changes facing 
bishops next year. Change is a nervous time for all. Even perpetually ecstatic Mr Gibbon sat there 
nervously, dabbing his brow. but the Grade 11s took up the challenge; came up with fantastic ideas 
for next year; put Mr Gibbon at ease and proved that 2013 will be a year of  triumph, rather than 
disappointment. 

as seen above, the second semester of  
2012 has been a successful one. Gratitude 
must go to an excellent group of  matrics 
who ran the house smoothly, efficiently 
and passionately. the time has come for 
the leaders of  2013 to step up to the plate 
and fill some big shoes. Oliver Marr and 
Alex Stewart will be taking over as head 
and Deputy of  house from James and Jo 
respectively. Everybody is looking forward 
to making the best of  the upcoming exams 
and Epic; to a well-deserved holiday and 
waiting in anticipation for what an excit-
ing 2013 has in store for us.
Oliver Marr and Nevarr Pillay

Grade 11s on Leadership Camp in Simonstown.

2013 Leadership Team: Alex Stewart (Deputy) and 
Oliver Marr (Head of House).
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 kiDD
House Director: Graeme Klerck 
Head of  School: Ty Wills
Head of  House: Michael du Plessis
Deputy: Timothy Everingham
the last 4 months in kidd have certainly been exciting, with an over-

lay of  sadness, due to the loss of  Andy Meddick and Jonty Swift’s dad, Peter. they will both be 
greatly missed and never forgotten. 

this year has seen kidd retain the overall Eisteddfod title after long hours of  hard work from all 
the lads, but especially the matrics under Oli Linley and Ethan Gray. a huge acknowledgement 
must go to Roux van der Watt, who spent most of  his time camped in the matric flat, slaving away 
to ensure deadlines were met. Not only has kidd been successful on the cultural front, but the lads 
have excelled in Academics and Sport too. 38 commendation certificates have been handed out this 
year and four of  our Grade 8s have done us proud by achieving Commendation Vouchers: Nathan 
Fleming; Jason Hohmeyr; Francois Stassen and Christpher Rhode.  Byron Meyer and 
Jaryd Herman were awarded academic ties and Martin Dyer achieved 1st in Grade and an 
academic Jersey. Earlier this year, Jaryd also attended the Global youth Leadership Conference 
in New york. speaking of  travelling abroad, two of  our Grade 10s were selected for the Exchange 
Programme. Byron Meyer and Ben Malandrinos both visited Down-under for their allotted 
three months. we boast a large number of  academics in our house with numerous other boys do-

Victorious at Eisteddfod Again!
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ing us proud at Prize Giving: Francious Stassen, Tyger Thompson, Ziyaad Bawa, Rhiyaan 
Smith, Edward Murphy, Rhys Farrell, Jonty Fish, Benson Joubert, Martin Dyer, Ethan 
Gray, Sean Pitcher, Oliver Linley and Simon Thompson all achieved prizes. 

kidd house has also excelled on the sporting 
front. we have had 1st team sport representatives 
right across the board, as well as western Province 
and south african representatives. to mention a 
few: Matthew Brooks has been exceptional in 
his shooting this year, achieving his wP colours 
for the 7th time in a row. Stuart Bristow, com-
monly known in the house as the ‘iron Nipper’, 
has done himself  proud this year. he has been 
awarded Provincial colours in several water dis-
ciplines and consistently placed in the top 3 in 
the cross country league. James Murray was 
selected for western Province tennis and is play-
ing 1st team tennis in his first year at the College! 
Keanan Alexander, David Bruchhausen 
and Nick Frankenfield were all selected for 
western Province b water polo. Ryan Julius was 
selected for western Province hockey and was 
part of  the school’s undefeated 1st team hockey 
this year, along with Josh van Niekerk. another 
youngster in the house, Warwick Reid, is now 
ranked 14th in South Africa for Fly-fishing. Julian 
van der Watt has travelled to italy recently, and 
has been ranked an incredible 6th in the world for 
Go-karting at the world Champs. Jason Smith 
went on the overseas golf  tour to England and also 
captained the golfers exceptionally well this year. 
Matthew van der Linden attended the south 
african Junior stand-up Paddling Championship 
and took home gold in u16 age group. Alex Coll-
ings has continued to win medals at various fenc-
ing competitions throughout this year. Cricket for 
kidd house in the future looks very promising with 
Matthew Roberts, Ryan Julius and Mat-
thew Jones all taking 5 wicket hauls this year. Ty 
Wills and Matthew Jones were also selected for 
the overseas cricket tour to England in June. kidd 

Victorious U14 7-a-side Inter House Champions.

Julian van der Watt: 6th in the world!

Matthew van der Linden wins the SA U16 
Standup Paddle-boarding title in Durban.
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also won the inter-house mountain-biking trophy this semester and the 7-a-side u14 inter house title. 

the grade 11s organized a thoroughly enjoyable Variety Concert; some said it was the best yet. since 
coming back from the leadership camp, they have seemed ready to pick up the reins of  the house 
and take it to greater heights. Congratulations to Ty Wills on his appointment as head of  school 
and to Michael du Plessis and Tim Everingham on their appointments as head and Deputy 
head of  house respectively.

a huge congratulations and thank you must go to Oli, Ethan and the kidd matrics of  2012 for 
leading the house and for being excellent mentors this year. i’m sure they will all be greatly missed 
and have certainly left a lasting legacy. 2012 has certainly been a busy year, with 2013 promising to be 
better and busier! Good luck to the Matrics in their finals and to the Grade 10s for an exciting Epic. 
Otium Cum Libertate!
Matthew Jones

 birt
House Director: Trevor Pasquallie
Head of  House: Luke Barker
Deputy: Michael Louis
as 2012 draws to a close, so does yet another extremely busy year for 
everyone in birt. we can look back at 2012 with a strong sense of  pride. 
the matrics strived for excellence and this was well received by the boys. 

under the leadership of Jack Nebe the House has flourished culturally, academically and also on the 
sporting front and this shows if  one looks at the birt trophy cabinet. 

the last two terms have been full to the brim with inter house events from rugby to cycling. birt excelled 
in all these events such as the basketball, captained by Harris Hardcastle, and the Golf, where Luke 
Woods played a pivotal role in the team and was awarded with the prize for best individual score. both 
the Senior and Junior Squash sides made it into the final, but were narrowly beaten by the strong opposi-
tion. The boys in the Junior Cricket side made it into the final 
and it was a truly amazing display of  cricket. school house man-
aged to surpass their score with only 6 balls to spare, however.

the boys of  birt have excelled individually in sport. this 
includes western Province selection for squash, indoor and 
outdoor hockey, cricket, water polo, rugby squads, rowing, ice-
hockey and golf. Other notable achievements are selection to 
the sa lifesaving champs. the highest honour in sport was 
achieved by Jack Nebe and Luke Baker, who represented 
South Africa for ice-hockey and fly-fishing respectively.
Culturally, as always, the boys in birt house have been on top 

Michael Louis, Deputy Head of 
House, and Luke Barker, 

2013 Head of House
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form. winning an Owl in Eisteddfod is no easy 
task; however we managed to win the Perfor-
mance Owl helped tremendously by the top 
class movement which won the movement 
Section. Numerous boys received certificates 
for excellence in music in other eisteddfods such 
as the kaapse afrikaanse Eisteddfod and the 
royal schools of  music examinations. Con-
gratulations go to Shannon Thebus, once 
again, for being selected for the National youth 
Orchestra to travel to the international Cham-
ber music Festival. 

at the recent house Dinner the following birt boys were awarded academic prizes: Luke Baker, Mi-
chael Thomson, Richard Freund, Daniel Chung and Kishan Chagan. in the Eskom expo for 
young scientists, Michael Thomson received the prize for the best junior project, with the possibility 
of  attending an international science expo next year.

birt has been well represented abroad. this is through the Exchange Programme, where 5 boys from 
birt were selected to represent the College in foreign lands. birt boys have also been on other tours which 
include the actors among us who performed at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival as a part of  the school play, 
Biloxi Blues: Andrew During and Cole Barnard. Jack Nebe attended the Global young Leaders 
Conference (GyLC) in the united states, a remarkable thing to have done.
Luke Barker 

Birt Matrics and their Mentors (Matrics 2008)

Senior Inter House Basketball team: Sadiq Majal, 
Harris Hardcastle, Stefan Ranozsek, Daniel 

Chung and Tahriq Allen
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as the saying goes, ‘all good things must come to an end’. and so they must – it is time to move on. i 
thank you, birt house matrics, for the times we have shared this year... the memories, the tribu-
lations, the laughs. thank you for your hard work and humour as we’ve led the house together 
and i look forward to future times. to the house; thank you for the faith you have placed in Karl 
and me over this past year – it has been nothing short of  an honour and a privilege to lead you. 
Good luck and Floreat birt. 
Jack Nebe (Head of  House 2012)

 maLLEtt
House Director: David Ledwidge
Head of  House: Keegan Sutherland
Deputy: Joe Kahn
half  a year has gone by since the last magazine report and already it is stag-
gering to see the sheer volume of  news that goes through a vibrant house 

such as mallett. Eisteddfod and the leadership transitions are events that always stand out in these 
articles, and this year is certainly no different! it was also a period of  much conversion and change, 
with leadership changes all around. we celebrated our 10th anniversary this year with much vig-
our… the mallett ‘birthday party’ was certainly a sight to behold as the doors were opened into 
the garden and the House was filled to the rafters with parents, staff, and boys, past and present 
alike. thanks and praises to Mr Ledwidge were echoed on all sides, as the first (and so far only!) 
house Director of  mallett. Mrs Bradley is going to fill his place, and we are all excited about 
what the change in leadership will bring. 

Soon after a lively, yet formal, House dinner where we bade a final farewell to the matrics, the 
new leadership group went off  on an additional planning conference held in Durbanville. with 
Keegan Sutherland and Joe Kahn leading us, and a very diverse and talented year group on 

the whole, mallett certainly has a great year to look forward to! 

mallett’s performance in the Eisteddfod was bordering on 
exemplary this year: with stunning showings in every cat-
egory; winning our second ever Owl (speech) and almost 
nailing Visual arts. On the Eisteddfod days, it was very 
pleasing to see Mallett boys in almost every final, and it 
certainly showed in the results. in other cultural mat-
ters, the boys, once again, got together and under di-
rection of  the matric group organized a Variety Con-
cert, showcasing some of  mallett’s talent. in addition 
to the solo acts, each grade was tasked with doing a 
skit – some proved to be hilarious for the boys, but 
absolutely mystifying for the parents! Great fun was 

had by all. several boys have been awarded Colours Happy Birthday! Mallett House 
celebrates 10 Years!
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for music and Leadership positions within the culture of  the school, as well as boys showing 
outstanding performances in competitions such as the National Public speaking and Debating 
Championships, where 3 members of  the team were from mallett.

the musical performance scene sees no shortage of  the men of  mallett, and many boys appeared in 
either the Starfish Concert or the Bishops Rock Bands Concert. A lot of  hard work goes into these 
events, which are too often seen as “side shows” considering all the stuff  that goes on at bishops!

two mallett grade 10s were selected for Exchange this year: Warren Black to boston, us, and 
Jonty Quenet to adelaide, australia.

as a house, we never fail to shine on the sporting front, either, with numerous Colours awards, Lead-
ership Positions, and Provincial selections. it is almost easy to forget the magnitude of  each achieve-
ment when there are so many coming from the variety of  sports bishops has to offer.  

with regards to inter house events, our showings always depended on the day and we had some 
unfortunate losses. The Junior Basketball team managed to pull through and win the finals though! 
However, the Mallett ‘gees’ is never absent, no matter the sport or result, from a first-round knockout 
in the senior soccer to narrowly losing the semis of  fencing. 

On a more tragic note, we mourn the death of  Tom Otten’s father, and our thoughts and prayers 
are with the Otten family as they come to terms with their loss.

Looking back on all the goings-on, it is great to see that two more fun-filled terms have come to pass, 
full of  ups and downs, tragedies and triumphs… our outlook to the future is looking bright, with new 
leadership and new structures, and the class of  2013 has already begun its quest to leave its mark in 
the house’s history. Next year will irrefutably be as exhilarating as this one, if  not more so. 
Sam Wolski

Goodbye and Thank You Dave 
and Angela Ledwidge.

The 2013 Leadership Group.
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COLLEGE sPOrt
 CaNOEiNG
it has been a fantastic year for the bish-
ops Canoeing Club and it has been great 
to see its members’ continued improve-
ment and enthusiasm as well as their 
participation in a number of  prestigious 
river marathons throughout the year’s 
racing calendar. the following river 
marathons were completed by members 
of  the Club this year:

murray walters and Luke rockey 
completed the iconic 125km unlimited 
‘Dusi Canoe marathon in February. 
this epic race entails 3 days of  paddling 
on the msunduzi river between Piet-
ermaritzburg and Durban through the 
spectacular Valley of  a thousand hills 
and it involves over 25kms of  running 
with the boat up and down the hills of  
the valley. what an awesome achieve-
ment for these two boys!

stuart bristow, murray walters and 
Josh Van Niekerk all competed in the 
72km sak2 breede river marathon 
held in september. stuart raced in a 
double k2 with a partner and murray 
and Josh raced together in their own 
k2. they all had a fantastic race and thoroughly enjoyed racing against each other. 

murray walters completed the 85km k1 swartland Canoe marathon on the berg river in June. 
he also competed in a single k1 in the recent 84km hansa Fish river Canoe marathon in the 
Eastern Cape during the October school holidays where he managed to have a no swim Fish! the 
Fish is the second biggest Canoe marathon in the country behind the ‘Dusi and is one of  the top 5 
biggest Canoe marathons in the world.

these are only the major marathons in which the boys competed this year. they have also raced 
numerous river and Ocean surf  ski races and time trials as well as in wP sprint and marathon 
championships. a huge thank you must go to mr Gary Coombe (teacher-in-Charge) and mr 
burgert maree for their continued enthusiasm and commitment in lifting the boys to zandvlei 

Murray Walters and Josh Van Niekerk race in a K2.

Murray Walters (Captain) conquers 
the mighty Fish River.
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for training. with an increase in members and competition the bishops Canoeing Club is looking 
forward to a great 2013! 
Murray Walters (Captain)

 FENCiNG
2012 has been a very exciting year of  change! we started the year with a new coach, Giselle Vica-
tos. Giselle joined us in the club to concentrate on the basics of  fencing with the Grade 8 fencers. 
through her dedication and perseverance with these new fencers, we have had a friendly fenc-
ing competition with the En Garde Fencing club as well as some new fencers entering their first 
FwC competition 9 months after starting fencing at bishops. the high Performance academy 
was started this year at bishops as part of  a broad based initiative to develop the standard of  junior 
and cadet fencing in south africa. the programme based at bishops caters for promising fencers 
throughout the Cape. the coaching programme is run by Dr misha Galukhin with Jay New as his 
assistant coach.

Commonwealth Championships and world Championships: robert mcGregor attended both 
the Commonwealth Championships in Jersey, uk and the world Championships this year in 
april, which was held in moscow, russia! mrs withers was the team manager for the south african 
team to the Commonwealth Championships. it was a tough, but incredible experience. During 
the Commonwealth Champs, robert mcGregor caused an upset by beating the fencer ranked 8th 
after poules and managed to make the top 16th in the final results. Robert was pleased with his final 
result of  placing 45th in the world Championships – an amazing personal experience and he came 
away with more motivation to reach his goals in 2013.

Bishops Championship Evening!
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Championship Evening: the bishops Championship evening, on tuesday, 21st au-
gust, which included the ODs and the Inter House finals, was as much of  an occasion as 
it has been over the last few years! The Inter House final between Ogilvie and Kidd was riv-
eting. Ogilvie (robert mcGregor, Philip van biljon, Nevarr Pillay, kael Pillay) beat kidd 
(Alex Collings, Rhyiaan Smith), 45-32. Kidd was penalized for fielding a team of  two fencers 
instead of  3, but the superior fencing power of  Ogilvie won the day. The individual final be-
tween robert mc Gregor and sam wolski (mallett) was tense as both fencers have improved 
over the last year. The final result was 15-7 to Robert McGregor. The OD Challenge was one 
of  the highlights of  the evening, but the ODs managed to win for the second year in a row. 
The awards for the Bishops Championships evening are listed below:
■  OD a (James Atkins, Landon McClure, James Lister) 

beat bishops a (Sam Wolski, Robert McGregor, Alex Collings)   45-36
■  OD b (Thomas Henstra, Jamie Francis, William Francis) 

beat bishops b (Philip van Biljon, Nevarr Pillay, Soo-Min Lee)   45-43

CLUB OFFICERS FOR 2013
Captain: Sam Wolski (m)
Vice-Captain: Robert McGregor (O)
Armourers: Alex Collings (k) & Philip van Biljon (O)

AWARDS 2012
Inter House Cup:  Ogilvie Vs Kidd. Ogilvie won.
Best Swordsman:  Robert McGregor
Service Cup:  Sam Wolski
Full Colours: Robert McGregor, Alex Collings, Sam Wolski
DistinctionTie: Robert McGregor
Service Tie: Mohammed Ulthmann   
Badges:  Gold: Alex Collings, Sam Wolski; Silver: Philip van Biljon, Nevarr Pillay, 

Soo- Min Lee, Ashley Butler; Bronze: Cannon Cade, Rhiyaan Smith, 
Christopher Steyn

Club Certificates:  Kael Pillay, Carl-Phillip Lehmann, Alex Steyn, Chris Steyn, Cade 
Cannon and Grant Byron.

Other highlights from 2012: Pretoria boys Club Challenge: On the 20-22nd april, Fencers from 
the bishops Fencing club accepted a fencing invitation to fence against Pretoria boys high. we had 
a most enjoyable weekend with some stiff  fencing competition.  the overall ranking for the compe-
tition saw robert mcGregor take 1st place in epee with sam wolski placing 4th, alex Collings 6th, 
Philip van Biljon 7th and Cannon Cade 13th. In foil, Robert McGregor placed first, Alex Collings 
2nd, sam wolski 4th, ashley butler 6th, Philip van biljon 7th and Cade Cannon 10th. the fencers 
were commended on their performance, good sportsmanship and excellent manners. bishops won 
the challenge overall. the Junior National Championships held in early October saw the following 
wP and bishops medal winners: robert mcGregor (u/17 Cadets men’s Foil placed 1st); robert 
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mcGregor (u/20 Junior men’s Foil placed 1st); alex Collings (u17 Cadets men’s Foil placed 3rd); 
sam wolski (u/20 Junior men’s sabre placed 3rd).

SOUTH AFRICAN COLOURS 2013
Robert McGregor: U17 foil and U20 foil
Alex Collings:  U17 foil
Sam Wolski:  U20 sabre

WESTERN CAPE AWARDS 2012
Colours
Sam Wolski Junior and Senior Men’s sabre
Alex Collings Cadet Men’s Foil
 
RANKING CHAMPION TROPHY WINNERS
Sam Wolski Junior and Senior Men’s sabre
Robert McGregor Junior men’s foil

SPECIAL AWARDS
Alex Collings:   Most Improved Sportsman
Robert McGregor:  Junior Sportsman of  the Year
Once again, a great year for the club! we look forward to an exciting 2013 year of  fencing and all 
the challenges it will bring.
Jacky Withers 

 hOCkEy
after an incredible year in 2011, bishops hockey has enjoyed another 
successful season. the measure of  this is indicated by James Drummond 
and matthew how saw keng being acknowledged with sport awards 
at the College Prize Giving. this is the second year that the Captain of  
hockey has received an award and been acknowledged at Prize Giving. 
this endorses the standards that are being produced in the hockey Club, 
with the 1st xi leading the way and serving as role models for the other 

teams. the 1st xi won the inaugural wP boys’ League, as well as the kO Cup, without losing or 
drawing a game, a phenomenal achievement. we also introduced a u15a team that participated 
in the u16 league. these lads more than held their own and also functioned as an a team in their 
attitude and quality of  practice session. i have no doubt that we will see many of  these lads coming 
through in the future. in general, the players have participated with passion, with staff  and outside 
coaches being the vehicle to the accomplishments both on and off  the field. Friday evenings have 
seen an increase in spectator support for the 1st xi, with more boys coming to support their fellow 
students. with the construction of  the sports Pavilion at the astro commencing next year, there is 
no reason why hockey cannot continue to grow as a sport here at bishops. the Pre-season Festival 
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continues for each division and ensures that we play against the best in the country. the u14s 
went on tour to Northwood in Durban; the u16s participated in the rondebosch and independ-
ent schools Festivals at michaelhouse. the 1st team attended st stithians and the independent 
schools Festival. these festivals remain very popular with the players as we test ourselves against 
schools similar to ours. the festivals create a wonderful opportunity for all players to experience 
touring, not only those that go on to play provincial and national hockey.  On the Provincial scene, 
bishops has once again been well represented in all age groups:  James Drummond captained the 
wP u18a team and was selected to represent south africa u18; steven ryall and alex stewart 
gained selection to the south african u18b squad.  it’s an important value of  bishops hockey to 
offer the quality coaching that produces National and Provincial players, while also ensuring that 
we cater for all who participate. it’s crucial that we work hard at getting this right, so it was pleasing 
to see James, alex and steven being selected at national level.

1ST XI
the 1st xi results have, once again, been 
excellent and set the standard for the other 
teams to follow. winning the League and 
knock Out Cup shows how this group of  
boys got the balance right in defence by 
conceding so few goals and yet offensively 
scoring a staggering 145 goals in 33 games, 
truly an outstanding accomplishment. a 
special thanks to steve Lovesay for assisting 
me this year and adding such good value as 
we developed a good management to lead 
the players. 

with the above statistic, it is easy to see why the 1st xi enjoyed the accomplishment it has this year. 
well done to all the boys involved.  

SUMMARY OF THE 1ST XI RESULTS:
Played  won Lost Draw Goals for Goals against
33 33 0 0 145 19

COLOURS AWARDS FOR HOCKEY – ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
AND RECOGNITION IN 2012:
■  Full Colours – Provincial and Potential Provincial Standard: James Drummond (re-award), Ste-

ven Ryall, (re-award), Alex Stewart, Ryan Julius, Mathew How Saw Keng, Giovanni 
Marchesini, Tim Westwood and Jack Nebe

■  Half-Colours – 75% or more of  1st Team Games: Matt Grobler, Andrew Gebers, Luke Barker, 
Josh Van Niekerk 

1st XI Winning the KO Cup.
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1ST TEAM AWARDS FOR 2012:
Umpiring Award: Ali Golding; Coaching Award: Tim Westwood; Dedication, Spirit & Passion: An-
drew Gebers; Sport for Good: James Baikoff; Spirit of  Sport: Jack Nebe; Game Improvement: Mat-
thew Grobler; Achievement of  the Year: Mathew How Saw Keng; Defender of  the Year: Stephen 
Ryall; Sportsman of  the year: Gio Marchesini; Players’ Player: Tim Westwood; Player of  the Year: 
James Drummond.
Warren Wallace

2ND XI
the 2nd xi team has had another great season. under the sound leadership of  our new captain, 
harry Danckwerts, the team never looked stronger and new life and vitality was breathed into the 
training programme through the two young coaches that offered their services over the season. the 
team was sad to lose the expertise of  hew Newton-hill at the end of  the second term as he went on 
student exchange to Cambridge, but were equally ecstatic to acquire the highly motivated michael 
watson (OD). the team was quickly put through its paces with michael having them leopard-crawl 
across the Astro and do endless fitness drills. All of  this together with many skills sessions saw the 
team grow even stronger and we continued our domination until having the wind taken out of  our 
sails by a strong Belville High 1st team which beat us with a p-flick in the closing moments of  the 
game. besides this the second team has had an unbeaten season, the only real opposition being 
rondebosch who we ended up drawing with on both occasions.  Credit must go to the tidy goal-
keeping of  Paul Ferrandi and a strong defence. it was great to have had highly experienced players 
like harry Danckwerts and alistair Golding there to dig us out of  trouble and set up and attack 
(and Ali’s wicked drag-flick of  course). Besides these fine players, we also say goodbye to the engine 
room of  the side in Greg Hutchinson (Hutch) whose impressive stick skills in the midfield led to 
many a goal. in the forwards the team will miss the pace and skill (and sense of  humour) of  James 
baikoff  as well as alistair Dove. the bird’s nest just won’t be the same without his gruff  voice. we 
say goodbye to these legends of  hockey, but also look forward to the grade 11s of  this year taking 
over the leadership of  the team and continuing the domination of  our rivals in 2013.
Russell Drury

■  Won 9 ■  Drew 2 ■  Lost 1

The U16 division has 4 highly competitive teams. It is pleasing to see the numbers 
growing, with the players at U16C and D level being ultra competitive. 
U16A
many of  us in the u16 team started our season mid-February when we attended hard, early-morn-
ing practices on the woodlands astroturf. this gave the team a sturdy foothold as we grappled 
with the early season challenges of  fitness and ball skills. We then had a few short team practices; 
some pre-season games. the season began with the u16 rondebosch Festival where we played 5 
games, followed in short succession with a tour to the independent school hockey Festival held 
at michaelhouse. both festivals gave us the desired results of  bonding and playing as a team. all 
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of  our games had positive results apart from our game against hilton which was played about 30 
minutes after our arrival at michaelhouse. by the end of  the tour, we had started to play some ex-
cellent hockey as a team and we were well prepared for the season. when we arrived back in Cape 
Town, our first few games produced outstanding results as we worked hard on our fitness which 
proved an integral part in our performance as a team. as the season proceeded, our leading goal 
scorer and playmaker (Garth turner) had a terrible accident where he broke his collarbone. this 
was a shock to the team but we subsequently made some minor adjustments and we headed into 
our tougher end of  the season. after the holidays, where some of  our players played in Provincial 
and regional tournaments, we went into our season playing some more excellent hockey, but we 
just lacked results. all in all we had a productive season with many good results – all thanks to the 
solid coaching staff  responsible for our team.
Michael Wright

U16B
the season started off  very well with an unbeaten run of  6 games, which included some very 
convincing wins. however, narrow losses to both wynberg and rondebosch towards the end of  
the 2nd term let us down. we started the 3rd term strong though with admirable performances 
against both Paul roos and wynberg, but a long weekend and a dip in form resulted in us falling 
short to both saCs and rondebosch (again) in the closing weeks of  the season. in total we played 
12 games: won 7, Lost 4 and Drew 1 with 30 goals scored and 16 conceded. i am very proud to 
have captained the team this year as i had a great group of  guys to work with including a fantastic 
coach, mr steyn. 
Simon Thompson

U16C
the boys had a very successful season 
winning 8 out of  11 games, drawing 
one and losing two. the team strug-
gled a bit in the beginning with sev-
eral boys moving up and down sides, 
but they adapted well as a team and 
the proof  was in the results with sam 
Jeffery as the captain. individually the 
boys improved throughout the season 
and it was great to see this in their fi-
nal game against rondebosch. the 
defenders all worked as one not allow-
ing much to get through apart from the 
one soft goal. The mid-fielders provid-
ed that vital link between the backs and the forwards which lead to a superb goal being deflected 
past the rondebosch goalkeeper. the forwards made incredible leads putting the rondebosch de-

The U16C Team.
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fenders on the back foot for most of  the game. The final score was 2 - 1 and it was a well-deserved 
victory with everyone putting in 100% effort. it was a great season for the team and i enjoyed 
watching them develop as players.
Nolan Steele

U15A
this side is a new concept at bishops. it 
was an experiment to see how best to help 
develop hockey skills and team dynamics 
by having an exclusively u15 team play 
in the u16 League. it has been a great 
success! two of  the u15 players were per-
manently drafted into the u16a squad by 
the end of  the season. the u15a squad 
was built around a core group of  12 boys 
and then had one or two boys join in 
when a permanent player was injured. 
In the official fixtures for the season, the 
team scored 58 goals and only had 8 goals 
scored against them. they did play both b and C teams in the u16 League. Only twice did they play 
matches against exclusively u15 sides. Credit for this success must go to Nico stone. he proved to be a 

Victorious U15As!

The U16Ds Post Match.
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highly committed and motivated coach. it is one of  the main reasons why the team performed so well. 
with his direction, boys learned to play in more than one position and to become passionate about 
each match. the side was honoured to have Dr Leith stewart attend many of  the tuesday practices. 
his knowledge of  the game is phenomenal and he certainly took no prisoners! the boys proved to be 
absolute gentlemen on and off  the hockey pitch. the foundations developed this year will allow them to 
excel at the sport in the years to come. many of  the players are playing indoor hockey during the sum-
mer seasons. this can only bode well for the future.  the players who won man of  the match awards 
(the famous green pool noodle) on more than one occasion were: D. Castle, t. richardson, s. bisset and 
J. Oehley. C. Parton served as captain and showed resolute determination and commitment. the team 
benefitted from his leadership. L. Gardener is certainly a player to watch as his game developed as the 
season progressed. it is hoped that these players will form the core of  the u16a team in 2013.
Leon Glanvill

The U14 age group continues to grow and set the foundation for future hockey players. This 
is solely thanks to the hard work of the two U14 Managers: Jenny Campbell and Burgert 
Maree, as well as the coaches Graeme Klerck and ODs Jamie Wallace and Luke Willets. 
U14A
the season started with a Pre-season tour to Durban.  we attended the Northwood hockey Festival 
where we played 6 games: won 2 and lost 4.  Our rusty start did not dampen our spirits, as we returned 
eager to train hard and win games.  Overall we had a good season growing from strength to strength.  
the highlights of  the season must be the game against Paul roos which we drew 0-0. although it was a 
draw, it was a great highlight for the boys, as Paul roos was one of  the top ranked teams. Our defence 
was superb with the back four holding off  6 short corners in a row!  another highlight must have been 
the game against wynberg when we scored our top number of  goals (5). the weather conditions were 
bad; the astro was wet and we started with a light drizzle, but this wasn’t going to hold back our strik-
ers! This was a great performance from the team as a whole with final score resulting in a 5-2 win for 
bishops! unfortunately we were knocked out of  the u14 League by rondebosch, which was a low point 
for the team. but, our team camaraderie was very strong and we backed each other through our wins 
and losses.  Overall, including the pre-season tour, we played 21 games – won 9, drew 2 and lost 10. we 
scored 34 goals in total and conceded 34.  we were a new team with our talent coming from several 
different schools and this was the first time the team had played together, I know next year we will be 
stronger. thank you to Jenny Campbell for her continued support and encouragement throughout the 
seasons. her positive attitude made sure we stuck together as a team. thanks to mr klerk for taking the 
time to coach us this season. we appreciate all the effort you put into planning our practices and work-
ing out strategies for our games. we learnt a lot and we look forward to using your advice in the future.
Dylan Burke

U14B & C
a new school and a new style of  hockey awaited the u14 hockey players this year. whilst both teams 
experienced as many losses as wins, the style of  hockey and team work improved visibly throughout 
the season. this improvement and understanding of  hockey will play an important part of  the boys’ 
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hockey career here at bishops. Coaches Jamie wallace and Luke willets, with the assistance of  Jordan 
mcClarty, shaped the boys’ skills and technique and we look forward to see these skills perfected in the 
next few years. but almost above all, the boys had FuN. they are a dynamic young group with a lot 
of  potential (we see a few potential first team hockey players emerging already) and we trust that they 
will, whilst improving their own game and playing together more effectively, continue to enjoy the 
game and form long-lasting friendships. a big thank you to the parents who have diligently supported 
both teams, especially on those cold and rainy saturday mornings!
Burgert Maree

Some challenges for Bishops hockey in 2013: Develop a set of  technical skills that the players 
of  all teams possess, with the necessary fitness to go with it; Continue developing boys as coaches 
and umpires – sadly we had only two players this year and the senior players need to give back 
more; Continually search for ways to develop our brand. 

my time as teacher-in-Charge of  hockey has come to an end. Good Luck to mr henchie in his 
new undertaking. 2013 will be an exciting year as we kick off  the hockey season with an overseas 
European tour. 
Warren Wallace

The U14B and C Teams.
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 rOwiNG

the 2012/13 rowing season began with the October training camp which was held over 4 days 
of  the October holidays at Nerina Guest Farm on the breede river near robertson. rowing 
techniques were taught, seat boat racing took place, and intial boat selections were made. the 
addition of  several small coxless boats to the fleet allows us to take the club in a new direction 
and while this takes some time to develop, will reap great rewards later. we were able to do a full 
pairs matrix for the first time, further making selections more open and fair. It also provides the 
opportunity for the athletes to take more responsibility for their rowing and performance. 

after the south african Lightweight mens’ Four exciting Gold medal win at the recent London 
Olympics, the rowing Parents’ Committee successfully arranged for the crew to visit Cape town and 
be hosted by bishops for two days. a visit to bishops Prep, attendance at the bishops regatta, and 
two motivational talks in the memorial theatre were all on the programme.  at the talks the Olympi-
ans, sizwe Ndlovu, matthew brittain and James thompson (unfortunately John smith was unable to 
come as he had to undergo surgery) were introduced by Oliver husband and James Johnston who had 
trained with the Four in July prior to their own attendance at the world rowing Junior Championships 
in august. the crew spoke of  their training regime, diet, motivation, highs and lows, experience at 

The Rowing Club!
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the Olympics and talked their audiences 
through the memorable race after which 
they fielded many different questions and 
signed numerous autographs.  they also 
brought along, to use their own words, 
their “gold bling” which everyone was al-
lowed to examine, touch and photograph!  
both audiences were very impressed by 
the Olympians’s humility and approach-
ability.  the two evenings were concluded 
with thanks given by Nyaki makgoba, our 
new rowing Captain for the season, and 
simon innes, boatman. 

the annual bishops spring regatta, 
which is held on the first Saturday of  
term 4, was in danger of  being cancelled 
this year due to the presence of  two young 
male hippos in zeekoevlei that had es-
caped from rondevlei! (indeed they had 
already aggressively approached several 
rowers training on the vlei.)  however 
thanks to the additional “hippo patrol” 
boats provided by western Cape row-
ing and WESPRO (the official umpiring 
body) the event went off  very successfully 
and without incident.  the spring regat-
ta is a 500m sprints event and was well 
supported by all the western Cape row-
ing schools and clubs.  the weather was 
perfect and together with the presence of  

sizwe Ndlovu and matthew brittain, there was a large crowd of  supporters and spectators. the 
final VIIIs race comprised 6 boats over a distance of  1200m: 3 x schools’ 1st VIIIs (Bishops, SACS, 
rondebosch) and 3 x Old boys’ boats (bishops ODs, saCs, and rondebosch which included sizwe 
and Matthew!).  SACS won both the school and Old Boys events.  Mr Grant Nupen kindly officiated 
at the medal ceremony. Bishops won medals in the following age groups and boat classes:
■  U15B 1x (Single scull) C Mewett
■  U16A 1x (Single scull) P Johnston
■  U16A 2- (Pair) Stroke: T Otten
■  U16 4+ (Coxed Four) Stroke: J Maree
■  Opens A 2- (Pair) Stroke: S Innes
■  Opens 2nd VIII Stroke: M Sellier

The Olympians with South African Junior 
Rowers, James Johnston and Oliver Husband.

The Olympians and Bishops Boatman, 
Simon Innes; Rowing Captain, Nyakallo 

Makgoba and Coach, Sam Wells.
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the following weekend (20/21 October) the rowing Club drove up to kynsna for the kn-
syna regatta which takes place on the lagoon at belvidere. here western Cape rowing schools 
and clubs meet their competitors from the Eastern Cape (st andrews, selborne, DsG, Grey 
(PE), and zrC) and race over a distance of  1000m.  knysna experienced very heavy rain over 
the weekend but despite this the regatta ran on time and morale was high (even though many 
spectators had to go out and buy a pair of  wellies!). On sunday the heads race (6km) was run 
in similar wet, yet fair conditions. The Bishops 1st VIII finished 4th after having a slow start 
to the season. unfortunately all our rowers have not being able to get onto the water to train 
since rowing camp because of  the previously mentioned hippo threat. this was therefore the 
first time the crew had raced together. While it was not brilliant rowing the guys had great 
spirit and look forward to getting some training done.

The Club fleet has been significantly enhanced with the acquisition of  4 elite Filippi boats 
through the 5 year Fleet and Finance Plan, an exciting partnership between the Parents’ row-
ing Committee and the school. in addition 3 locally manufactured training sculls have been 
acquired.  a boat naming auction was held on 26 september and r62 501was raised for 
bishops rowing. the evening was concluded by rev terry wilke blessing the newly named 
boats.  a rowing tradition is that all new bishops rowing’s boat should include the word ‘blue’. 
The new boat names are:
■  Filippi Coxed Four: Sygnia Blue 
■  Filippi Pair: Cape Blue
■  Filippi Pair/Double Scull: Blue Diamond
■  Filippi Scull: Nupen Blue
■  Du Toit Scull #1: Pacific Blue
■  Du Toit Scull #2: Blue Peake
■  Du Toit Scull #3: Blue Rocks
we look forward to exciting and successful seasons in these boats!
Sam Wells and Liz Johnston

Knysna Heads Regatta - 1st VIII Rev. Terry Wilke blessing the boats 
at the boat naming ceremony.
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 ruGby

1ST XV
it is true to say that we expected 2012 to be a challenging season. Previous performances from 
this particular age group gave us an inkling of  what was to come – but i don’t think any of  us 
anticipated the implosion that occurred just before the June/July holidays. injuries were a factor, 
but it would be disingenuous of  me to use this as an excuse.  we were short of  strike-power, that is 
for certain ... and the fact that we could only score 38 tries in 22 games supports that. we huffed 
and puffed, but just couldn’t seem to cross the line. having said that, teams can struggle to score 
and still remain competitive – just look at the stormers! in stark contrast to the stormers, however, 
it was our porous defence that really let us down this year. it must be said that there were players 
who, game in and game out, put their bodies on the line - but they were the exception rather than 
the rule. as coaches, we tried every technique in the book, but we simply weren’t able to instil a 
defensive ‘pride-in-our-line’ mentality in our team as a whole. too often we were content to let slip 
tackles and that was particularly disheartening. Our game against Paarl boys was a case in point 
- they were undoubtedly an excellent outfit ... but not 80 points better than us! It doesn’t make for 
pretty reading, but sometimes you need to face facts and accept them - we conceded an average 
of  4 tries per game this year.  On the positive side, our win against tygerberg in atrocious condi-
tions was truly memorable and our first-round victory over rivals, Bosch, will remain etched in the 
memories of  the players forever.  i strongly believe that the Grade 10s and 11s in the team will have 
learnt a valuable, albeit tough, lesson this year. i must have faith that they will take this through 
to 2013 – for a number of  reasons, it will be an unbelievably important year for bishops rugby.  
Congratulations to the following boys who received awards at the end of  the season:  Full Colours: 
Jo miller, Cuan hablutzel and herman share; half  Colours: Floris Groeninx, Greg alexander, 
Luke Johnston and karl steinhagen.

Victory over Rondebosch!
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My assistants worked tirelessly under extremely difficult circumstances this year.  Gareth Hayden, 
kevin Foote and stephen knoop must be the strongest coaching unit in schoolboy rugby – many 
thanks, chaps. Gerald muller, Geoff  huber and megan Petrie looked after the boys as if  they were 
their own and brendon Earp-Jones lifted our spirits with his motivational videos. thanks, too, to 
Paul Leach for the work he did as a statistician. it would be remiss of  me not to acknowledge the 
Cheerleaders of  2012, too – what an excellent job they did this year!  Finally, special mention must 
be made of  Seb Remmelzwaal for the dignified manner in which he took over the captaincy when 
injury ruled out Jason morris. we were all indebted to seb for his extraordinary leadership at the 
toughest of  times. 
Dave Mallett (1st XV Coach)

2ND XV
at the beginning of  2012 bishops rugby 
coaches sat together for a “brains trust” 
meeting to identify what we thought “bish-
ops rugby” was? the answer to this by 
many ODs, parents and old school masters 
alike would have been easy: it’s “running 
Rugby”! Define that? Today’s game has 
changed vastly over the last decade. the 
ability to break down defensive patterns 
from 1st phase moves is nearly impossible. 
Every team in the world knows how defence 
works and so creating a structured pattern 
over a number of  phases with the addition 
of  a players natural attacking ability and the innate “decision making” process to identify a overlap, miss 
match or more simply a gap is what we strived for.  the 2nd xV this year, were a true pleasure to coach. 
the mix of  grade 11 and grade 12 boys worked together with the utmost of  ease and were lead all 
year through by our flanker and talisman Luke Kuhn.  Our main goal was simple: Let’s have fun, instil 
confidence and give these lads a memorable year. Our minor goals were more rugby orientated. Let’s go 
unbeaten in the southern suburbs, take one game at a time and be competitive against every team we 
play. these goals were achieved and exceeded.  we had a number of  obstacles along the way. injuries 
were the biggest and most notable factor but again this was something we took on the chin and boys 
just got on with their duties. Throughout the season we were presented with tricky fixtures. The first of  
which was one of  our biggest rivals st andrews (Grahamstown). any derby match is a game leveler and 
this our boys found out very quickly. Our structure didn’t fall into place and our hands were non-ex-
istant, however we managed to grind out a good win. special mention needs to be made to tim stirrup 
who pulled off  a try saving tackle in the last minutes to deny them a try that would have won them the 
match. Drostdy from worcester are always unpredictable and usually have some big hard men. again 
tenacious defense, heart and attitude came to the fore to win us this one. we soon recognized that this 
was a “die hard” passionate and committed team. something that cannot be taught but attributes that 

The Victorious 2nd XV!
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you would go to war with.  saCs away was our game of  the season. all our hard work paid off  in a re-
sounding victory. the team attacked at will and defended with total disregard for their bodies. this was 
truly one of  our proudest moments and one that we’ll remember for many years to come. One should 
always recognise that even in defeat, lessons are learnt. the emotional battle you deal with and the way 
you react will show your true character. this we dealt with as a team at Paarl boys high - our lowest 
point of  the season, but also our biggest learning curve. we picked ourselves up tremendously and 
bounced back to beat wynberg and rondebosch in two sterling victories. tygerberg away was our next 
challenge. in trying conditions our commitment and attitude again shone through with a hard fought 
victory. We finished the season with two home games that we all considered non-negotiable, SACS and 
Rondebosch. We ended the season on a high with resounding victories over both teams - a fitting end to 
a superb season.  these gentlemen will be remembered for more than just their rugby skills. they will 
be remembered for their life skills. we wish the grade 12s all the best for their futures and we hope the 
grade 11s strive for higher honours. Never forget 2012 and the people that made it possible.
Anthony Fenton-Wells

3RD
this year’s third team must go down as 
one of  the better third teams in quite some 
time. they thoroughly deserved their win-
ning season. however the stats which show 
played 15 won 9 lost 5 with one draw ini-
tially, in my opinion, was slightly below the 
kind of  results this team should have ended 
the season with. the senior boys would 
probably agree as we were a much better 
side than tygerberg but just failed to adapt 
and execute properly in the wet and windy 
conditions. we were a conversion kick away 
from beating boland Landbou with the kick 
narrowly missing and we were definitely the better team for vast majority of  the game. We also managed 
to lose the first game against SACS where a fourteen point turnaround situation most certainly cost us 
the game by seven points.  Hence, played 15 won 12 and lost 3 could have easily been the final tally but 
that’s sport and it was not meant to be. 

but considering all the changes of  players’ week in and week out, many happening in the last minute 
on Friday afternoons, myself  as coach had to readdress my thoughts and in actual fact we should be 
extremely proud of  ourselves and what we achieved. they couldn’t really have given much more in 
their attitude and commitment to earn their stripes. they were a pleasure to coach and could adapt 
their game quite well in tough games. they were clever players. all in all we had thirty two boys who 
played for the third team in two or more games and although there have been similar number in the 
past, what struck me about this year was the number of  boys of  similar ability from 1st team to 4th 
team, it was quite remarkable. at times it almost came down to who was in form, where a number of  

The 3rd Team vs RBHS
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boys who played thirds, seconds and even first team were yo-yoing between three and sometimes four 
teams from the middle to the end of  the season. many of  these boys are in grade 11 and although this 
was undoubtedly disruptive and sometimes a confidence killer it was certainly a learning experience that 
will hopefully be crucial in the planning and  rebuilding of  next year’s first team. Most importantly, we 
won the triple Crown in the third term, and can proudly claim to be the best third team squad of  the 
Southern suburbs with five wins out of  six games played against our Southern Suburb rivals. But it was 
the committed performances away against Paarl Gym and Paarl boys in the beginning of  the season 
that i will remember, as we were one of  the few teams in the school to score two tries in both games 
and really made it a contest against very strong Paarl teams. although many of  the players who played 
in those games moved onto the second team, the players that came in and out of  the side in the mid-
dle and latter half  of  the season were brilliant. i would love to mention all the players that contributed 
to some of  our glorious games but the list is pretty long. i would therefore like to congratulate all the 
stripes and mention  those who played most of  the games with a special mention to the “wild stripes” 
who made such an impact in many games, two players in particular namely Jonty swift and Chris im-
melman had significant influences. To our stalwart players who played most of  the season for the team, 
gave everything for the cause while making the season such a pleasure to coach, thanks so much. these 
guys loved giving it their all on the Piley and most importantly for each other and bishops rugby. to our 
captains and seniors like sean michael Campleman, matthew blackwood-murray, mike west, Cam-
eron arendse, mike midgley, Nic bijl, matthew Jameson, tom warne, brett hope-robertson, Jalid 
Vadillo, Vuyo quma, siya tsengana, Chaaba Jungulo and alexi Enotiades, well done on a great season 
not only for the stripes but for other sides too, you were great matrics to coach. to our grade elevens, 
aka ‘toddlers’ , who produced some brilliant performances in many matches and at crucial moments 
in games, most notably Greg Erlangsen against saCs at home, along with alistair kirk, Devon wood-
man, keegan sutherland, Jack hanekom, barney rousseau and ty wills, the future looks encourag-
ing with these guys back next year and well done on a stellar season. well done to our ‘infant’ namely 
Jesse wilensky, who is in grade 10 and at one stage was the most outstanding back in the team until he 
contracted ‘exchange fever’ in the third term but finished off  well in our last game against Bosch with a 
great try set up by his Captain. Oh yes ... and to toby, the random exchange student who almost cost us 
games due to misinterpretation of  the way referees blow the ruck in south africa, not to mention being  
totally off  the wall in practices, but he brought a great ‘vibe’ to the team come close of  season. special 
mention and thanks goes out to Channing millerd, our assistant coach, who was outstanding with the 
forwards and in particular the finer details around some of  our attack and defensive structures. I look 
forward to hopefully working with him next year as he really has a feel for the style the boys like to play 
and how to implement enough but not too much structure and allow individuals to express their skills 
and ability. Pride/Passion/Power... 2... 3... striPEs.
Richard Smith

4TH
it was a season dominated by injuries and so about 30 boys had at least one game for this team. 
this was frustrating for the coaches kyle wicken and anton taylor (OD) and they are to be com-
mended for their patience and enthusiasm. the results will show that the team won 8, lost 4 and 
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drew 1, which is a good season. it could have been better but our tackling let us down on occasions. 
it is hard to single out players because the team changed so much but for much of  the season we 
could rely on a solid front row in timothy Olds, tristan Cornelissen, tobias Groeninx von zoe-
len and Devon woodman. Locks were generally a bit light once tristan rusch broke his leg but 
Patrick sellier worked hard and played for much of  the season. Perhaps the stand out player was 
Jonty Swift at flank. The smallest player on the field in most games, he invariably had the biggest 
heart and got us going forward. A number of  other boys played flank well as they moved in and 
out of  the side. Justin wilson, Oliver Neill and michael Louis all have a lot of  potential for next 
year. Chris immelman played the second half  of  the season for the team with his usual passion and 
skill. The diminutive Saleem Firfirey played bravely at fly for much of  the first term of  rugby and 
was replaced by an equally gutsy Luca Giuricich for the second whilst he was fasting. Perhaps the 
longest playing combination in the side was sergio marais and Chris heunis at centre. both loved 
to run hard and straight. the wings and fullback swapped around somewhat with zukile Dube 
and Omphile Ntsimane showing good skills. the team was very well led by timothy Olds and this 
proved to be a significant factor in some of  the tighter games. My thanks to Tim and to the coaches 
for a happy and successful season with the wild boys.
Peter Westwood

5TH
What a wonderful season the 5th XV have had this year. From a real struggle in the first half  of  the 
season to an unprecedented unbeaten second half  of  the season. this has been a group of  young 
men of  which their coaches are incredibly proud. the 5th xV or the awb (almost wild boys) 
always have a difficult time getting their side settled at the beginning of  the season with so many 
changes happening in the teams above them and players’ moving up and down is very unsettling 
indeed. However the first half  of  the season saw us beat WBHS and draw with SACS after los-
ing to Paarl Gym and Paarl boys in well fought games in which we were outplayed and outsized. 

The Wild Boys!
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The first game against RBHS was a heart wrenching last minute loss away for which we only had 
ourselves to blame as we squandered too many opportunities which we had to score points. the 
turn-around came in the second half  of  the season when against all odds we produced an historical 
victory over Paul roos Gymnasium’s famous “Pirates” side. it was all plain sailing after that and 
convincing wins against WBHS, SACS and finally RBHS rounded off  a very successful season. So 
many young men played such good rugby that it would mean missing out on someone if  i began 
mentioning names – suffice it to say that our captain, Murray Moore, led a very special side in a 
very special manner and we wish the men of  the 5th xV of  2012 all the best in their rugby exploits 
in the future.
David Ledwidge, Gerry Noel and Will Donkin

6TH
Out of  twelve matches played this season, the team: won six, lost five and drew one. Besides the 
unfortunate big defeats against Paarl boys high and Paul Gym, the side chalked up some com-
mendable wins against rondebosch (twice), saCs in the second game (33 – 12) and st Joseph’s in a 
friendly which we hope to continue on a regular basis; the score was 17 – 8 in a well balanced game. 
Our away match against boland Landbou resulted in a well fought 5-all draw. two young ODs, 
Nic Lassen and Craig rhodes-harrison, must be commended for their thorough coaching and 
preparation of  the side for each week saturday or mid-week match, despite the demands of  their 
own university study commitments. amongst the players, Dominic walsh played well at wing/full-
back and was rewarded with games for higher teams. Paul Freund demonstrated himself  as a good 
tackler and other regular wing Oliver marr was a consistent player. Centre andrew butler took all 
the place kicks with relative success; James murphy is a hockey player who performed well in a few 
6th xV rugby games where he turned out. mihlali tsolekile was the regular fullback and a steady 
player; Mikhail Bolus at flyhalf  a good playmaker; a description which could also be applied to the 
team’s regular scrumhalf: majal sadiq.  amongst the forwards, prop Jefferson brown was part of  
a good, solid front row that included meelan Vanmali and alex keyser, the team’s omnipresent 
hooker. Locks alex thompson, martin Dyer and Darren Dryer were the regular second row play-
ers and their work contributed to the team enjoying some solid lineout foundations. the team’s 
regular loose forwards who all played hard included Tim Waterfield, Jimmy Day, Rob Temlett, 
Luke ressel and brice Dunlop who captained the team well. 
Rodney Warwick

8TH
the 8th-team squad had almost everything... skill and determination; a passion for rugby; a posi-
tive outlook; a fun-loving approach... all that they lacked, sadly, were regular opponents! Local 
schools were often reluctant to field their lowest teams to play against these boys, which meant that 
matches were few and far between. those games which were played were not the most successful 
of  outings, but the Eighths were not deterred! in spite of  everything the players certainly appeared 
to enjoy their season and to make the most of  practice-time, whether in rain or shine. there were 
memorable moments along the way (a hail-storm during the first game of  the winter, against the 
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Westerford 2nd team; some fine flowing phases in matches against SACS) but none more so than 
the last match of  the winter, against rondebosch. a huge squad of  matrics sought selection to 
participate in one last run against the “Old Eenemy”, and a close-fought encounter ensued; the 
result went against the home team on this occasion, but it was the kind of  game which will be re-
membered for a long time! well done to all who took part! 
Warwick Richter 

U16A
the side had an interesting season. although the team was struck by injury in both the front row 
and in the pack, and the fact that two good players left the team for Exchange, the boys made 
much progress in terms of  their development as rugby players and in their readiness to be play-
ing u19 rugby (hopefully at a good level) next year. as part of  our plan to promote continuity 
through the age groups, we made regular use of  the 1st xV coaching staff  (many thanks go to 
them) in refining technique and developing an understanding amongst the players in terms of  
what playing pattern and standard they can expect next year. the team went through some hard 
times, but they kept going and ended off  the season on a high with good victories over saCs 
and rondebosch boys high. there is a fair degree of  talent in the group and i look forward to 
seeing them play next year. we really enjoyed coaching them. Our thanks to brendon hamman 
and Nick koster for their superb efforts.
Jean Nolte

U16B
the side had, i think, a successful season. although we started poorly, the team played better and better, 
and by the end of  the season were a side to be reckoned with. the key to this side’s success was that they 
played for each other – this reflected in the massive defence that the side could produce. Mention here 
must be made of  J. sheefeni, who i don’t think missed a tackle all season, and who put in two try-saving 
tackles in one movement against bosch! m. sellier, m. Chiti and a Gomes also stood out in as part of  
a very good tackling team. the side also had good speed and r. Freund and r. miller were able to use 
their skills and speed to give us a good edge. miller’s step-and-go being very impressive – his saCs try in 

The 8th Team celebrates! David Jedeikin prepares to hand-off an opponent.
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the first game was a superb effort. The side lacked big tight forwards, but all in all they were never really 
beaten and they all stood up manfully to their jobs – the improvement here to see – r. Langerman’s 
throwing, which was weak to start with was good by the end of  the season; b. wright toiled well through-
out the season. the loose forwards all worked hard and we could put out several combinations who all 
offered something positive to the team. it was a good bunch of  boys and i enjoyed coaching them, and 
wish them well in the senior ranks next year – thanks also to sean Eady for his support and time.
James Swift 

U16D
the “warriors” enjoyed another successful season this year winning around half  our matches. Our 
success however is better measured by the spirit shown by the boys on the field. We came through some 
titanic battles and the team showed serious grit and determination on many occasions when opposition 
teams found themselves camped on our touch line but yet unable to score. the team christened Lut 
D “the fortress” and it became the scene for a number of  intense struggles with total commitment 
and “bodies on the line” defending. Our game however was not limited to defense. we worked hard 
at spreading the ball and on a number of  occasions played beautiful expansive rugby with tries being 
scored after full field movements through multiple phases. 

there were days when it did not all go according to plan or when we took too long to get into our 
stride. as always the Paarl teams proved to be a serious challenge but those games too were played with 
enthusiasm. special mention must be made of  tariq salie who took on the captain’s roll all year and 
finished the season just as he started it, leading from the front; working flat out till the last second of  the 
game. Driving, rucking, tackling and defending as if  his life depended on it. but all deserve a mention 
really. the tireless – dogged ball stealing, tackling and general scrapping of  andrew Litkie and Josh 
Epstein always kept us competitive in the loose. the ‘engine room’ work of  Jamie battersby, Daniel 
toy, Lee Gordon and reggie briggs which ensured a steady supply of  secure ball to our backs. Nickolas 
bailey who showed the same commitment no matter where he was asked to play! matthew reuvers 
whose pace and deceptive running proved too much for our opponents on many occasions and resulted 
in a number of  spectacular moves and tries. Jake bennet who controlled and organised moves from 
his position at flyhalf, also showing nifty feet and solid running on occasions while allowing the likes of  
Laurence hill, Gareth anderson and afolabi Obadeyi to show their pace. Laurence hill also dished out 
a few tackling lessons to more than one opposing center. we had a number of  others who added solid 
contributions when not interrupted by injury or call-ups to the C team: Jordan Flax – another versatile 
flyhalf/centre, Conor Young the impact man at no. 8, and Jack Cowan our speedy Aussie import. Then 
there is the often unseen heartbeat of  the team who could be relied upon week in and week out to do 
more than their share of  hard work; billy brake, rhys Farrell, Jamie bundenberg, Curtly roos, Phiwe 
Ntloko, katleho morojele and matthew boynton. Latecomers who also began to make an impact were 
Dean De Villiers and alex our English exchange import. a huge thank you to seb matheson for his 
skill and spirit as assistant coach/manager which gave the 2012 u16D’s their cutting edge. his quiet 
confidence, obvious talent and knowledge had a HUGE impact on the success of  our season. Thanks 
boys it has been a huge pleasure working with you. 
Keith Warne 
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U15A
we started very well with good home wins against Primrose and brackenfell. we could not maintain 
this momentum and fell short in our next three matches against st andrews, Paarl Gym and Drostdy. 
we were desperate for a win in our next match against saCs. after being 14-0 down, the boys dug 
deep and came back brilliantly to snatch a 17-14 win with literally the last kick of  the game. what a 
turn around! this memorable win did not, unfortunately, prove to be the catalyst that we were hop-
ing it would be. the best that we could muster were two further wins against wynberg and saCs 
in round two. the team was lead with distinction by the stand-in captain, brandon salomo, for the 
most part of  the season as our appointed captain, Cornel smit, only played a handful of  games. we 
were further robbed of  the services of  influential fullback Sebastian Hanekom due to a lengthy in-
jury lay-off. Players that took the bull by the horns this year and made a huge impact with consistent 
performances week in and week out are: Liam blackstock, Joel Paarwater and Cornel smit. Nicholas 
van rynveldt, Luciano de Graca and ross Church gave good account of  themselves and developed 
into valuable players. i would like to congratulate Liam blackstock, Joel Paarwater, Cornel smit and 
Elias Petersen for being included in the prestigious wP u15 Elite training squad. an achievement of  
note! the individual talents of  this group of  boys were never in doubt; it is their collective attributes 
that were exposed. Valuable lessons were learnt this year, which, if  the boys adhere to, will shape their 
future. this season will go down as one that dished up many challenges for all involved. i wish the 
boys well in their future rugby endeavours.  Go and represent the blue army with pride! 
Ronald Jacobs

U15B
it was not the intention of  the team to imitate the stormers, or the springboks, or indeed any adult 
side. we wanted to run the ball whenever possible. the statement, “No kick is a good kick” was 
proved in our first match against SACS when two poor kicks led to tries against us, which resulted 
in a 10-17 loss to a team that we beat 24-0 in the return game. the contrasting results from these 
two matches are an indication of  how much the boys had improved during the season. apart from 
saCs, we lost to the two Paarl teams and Paul roos, and won 10 and drew one other game. the 
team had a nice balance between big forwards and skilful backs (who lacked a bit in size!). Given 
the basic skills and techniques by a technically excellent pair of  coaches in Jethro Valentine and 
Guy muller, in the second half  of  the season the players really began to think about their play, 
where they were on the field and what their opposition were doing. Lissom backs attacked gaps 
rather than defenders and heavy weight forwards produced skip passes and dummies. the last 
three games in particular produced almost perfect, balanced, running rugby. Very few penalties 
were conceded and almost no passes dropped. the team had realized that as long as you are con-
fident with possession it doesn’t matter where on the field you are. 
Peter Broster 

U15C
the team enjoyed a successful and memorable season and played attractive running rugby in the 
true bishops fashion – as expected, they improved as the season progressed. although the team 
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battled against the bigger boland sides, they never threw in the towel and always played their hearts 
out, regardless of  the challenges. the main objective was to enjoy playing well and never to walk 
off  a field with regrets – win or lose.  In this regard the team achieved their goal without fail. The 
work-rate of  the players was of  a very high standard, which was rewarded with a consistent im-
provement in skills levels. it was decided not to award a ‘man of  the match’ every week, but rather 
a ‘man of  the Practice’ to encourage the players to work hard and prepare well. the team enjoyed 
a number of  epic victories, including the highlight of  beating RBHS in both the fiercely-contested 
matches.  the team is congratulated on their team spirit, sportsmanship and work-rate. special 
thanks go to tobias Groeninx van zoelen and Charles warren-Codrington for their dedicated 
coaching and support of  the team.
Jannie de Villiers
 
U15D
The team ended the season off  with two magnificent victories against SACS and Rondebosch.  
These matches were an entertaining display of  support play, timeous offloads, resolute defense, 
determined running and teamwork. it was not always like that during the season, when too 
often poor tackling and dire kicking cost them games.  In one game, they scored five tries, 
but still lost. as a group, however, they worked hard at practices and thus such an end to the 
season is a fitting finale.  Much credit must also be given to Matt Khoury, whose enthusiasm 
for the game, school and the team was infectious. matt was keenly assisted by Neale du toit 
and Omphile Ntsimane.
Kevin Kruger and Dean Sudding

U14A
this is a hugely talent-
ed team. results-wise 
we were somewhat 
inconsistent and lost 
more than we should 
have, yet it’s safe to 
say that by season-end 
the players all realised 
that to be successful 
in the tough western 
Cape rugby League 
that they needed to 
be hugely committed 
in all aspects of  the 
game. We placed emphasis on defence, fitness, effectiveness at the breakdown and decision-
making on attack. there were a number of  highlights: two wins over rondebosch; two big 

The U14As after their second victory over RBHS.
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wins on the Piley Rees and a home win against SACS, after a hollow defeat in the earlier fix-
ture. however, our losses against the Paarl schools were where we learned and grew the most 
as a side, as the boys were forced to ‘front up’ against teams that were far superior in terms of  
size. the controversial defeat against Paarl Gym, and the bravery and courage shown in this 
particular game, was an indication of  the true capability of  this side. the forwards showed 
great commitment and dedication, often being forced to punch above their weight, and their 
improvement both in their breakdown technique and fringe defence was most pleasing. this 
foundation allowed a talented back-row to link with the half-backs and provide space for some 
deadly finishers out wide. First choice fullback Matthew Wray is a rugby player of  immense 
talent. Blessed with size, speed and balance and, when fit, he was devastating with ball in 
hand. injuries curtailed his season but he will be a force in bishops rugby in years to come. 
tristan hermans, on the wing, grew in stature as the season progressed and put in some 
impressive displays. Lubelo scott is a player with enormous potential and a huge heart - his 
bone-crunching tackles and powerful runs became a feature of  his play. James murray is a 
big powerful boy with lots of  ability but often struggled to mesh into the team’s game plan on 
attack. a particularly strong defender, his best is still to come. ya’eesh Collins is the typical 
bishops rugby player. blessed with great feet and vision, he has the ability to unlock defences 
from almost anywhere. Daniel van der Valk fulfilled the utility back role for us throughout 
the season and did so with aplomb. he is a clever player with a good understanding of  the 
game and will continue to develop as he grows. James Macdonald was our lynchpin at flyhalf. 
he was given great responsibility in dictating the way we wanted to play and handled it with 
maturity. His performance in our final fixture was pure class. Harry Makin at scrumhalf  was 
the quintessential team man. Always smiling, yet fiercely competitive, he very rarely had a 
bad game. his passing was superb and he contributed greatly to the spirit and camaraderie of  
the side.  marcus knight at eighthman is an outstanding talent. when on song he is a match-
winner of  the highest calibre. he has extremely high expectations of  himself  and this at times 
held him back, but there is no doubt he has the ability to dominate games. Francois stassen 
captained and apart from his brilliant individual play showed a mature head. he brought a 
calm, wise influence to many situations. Jean Pienaar was the unsung hero of  the side. Quietly 
going about his work in the line-outs and at the breakdown, he performed the essential link be-
tween backs and forwards with great skill. another character in the side who often kept morale 
high throughout the long season. hloni Donford-may has an excellent work-rate, breakdown 
ability and hands, making him the ideal open-side flank. He possesses an aggressive streak that 
is always needed in any rugby side. sebastian Prentice is one of  the hardest and most physi-
cal players we have ever seen. his physicality at times was a sight to behold and he was an 
intergral member of  this forward pack. Cameron Glynn-Dicks was our most improved player. 
Not afraid to do the hard work at ruck time, his aggression made a big  impact throughout the 
season. Christian stehlik is a rare talent with a big future. his work-rate and tackle-count was 
immense and he is one of  the best scrummagers we have seen at his age. Clyde ‘Errol tobias’ 
de beer is a hard player and nothing could keep him down. he was born to play hooker with 
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his stocky build, tough nature and excellent skills. mukisa mujulizi worked incredibly hard at 
his fitness in early season and the rewards were dramatic. He was mobile and devastating for 
such a big boy and he enjoyed a fine season. Geoff  Kieswetter provided the integral calm-
ing influence over us two hot-headed coaches, and performed the unenviable task of  all the 
behind-the-scenes work that is so needed to run an efficient side. Many thanks to him for all he 
did and the passion and commitment he had for this team. this team has a bright future and 
we have no doubt will do bishops proud in the years to come. their skill and creativity, their 
ability to appreciate structures and patterns, and their flair and love for the game, were the 
ingredients of  this happy side. they were a pleasure to coach and we look forward to watching 
their progress in the years to come. 
Nico Loizides and Dasch Barber

U14B
the slogan for the u14b team this year, coined by kyle kriel, was: “boots on, switch on!”  
These words will definitely echo with our young men in years to come whilst playing Bishops 
rugby. throughout the season we strived towards this goal, but did not always succeed. we 
soon learnt that new moves, fitness and strategy weigh the same as focus and mental prepara-
tion. Our ball handling could have been better and some guys still struggled to run straight.  
Our forwards can be commended for being a strong opposition against all the boland schools.  
they ended the season on a high note by beating rondebosch, twice in a row, i might add, 
27-17. Our team showed great character and team spirit over the past few months. matthew 
Perrot led as captain and even though we were affected by a few injuries, we pulled through 
and feel extremely positive about the season. beating boland Landbou was one of  our high-
lights. Our final team dinner was a reflection of  how rugby can bring people together and what 
a core role sport plays in school life.  
Wessel Theron, Kyle Kriel, Justin Pearson

U14C
the season was a particularly good one where much structured play as well as creative play com-
bined, for a good set of  results. the highlight was the 5 tries to 1 against traditional rivals bosch, 
a fitting way to end the season. Hats off  to the players, and thanks to Paul Leach (Gr12) and Mike 
blanckenberg (springbok 6 touch – OD) with assistance from Jaime manuel (OD).  the u14 
super C as they have become known did the school proud by the way they played their games, 
and the emphasis was not to get involved emotionally – just go out there and play the game for 
the sake of  the game and enjoy it. thanks to the parents for the support they showed by spectat-
ing what for all of  us was sheer joy – if  this is the depth we have in the school at this age group, 
we can only look forward to good years ahead of  us. the season ended with a party in k2 (mr 
murray’s classroom) with hamburgers and cokes, a special dvd prepared by richard berekely 
(thanks, Richard!) and a video that was filmed by Kenhardt Scheepers (thanks, Kenhardt)! Mr 
basil bey kindly addressed the boys exhorting them to play the game for the love of  it!  
Paul Murray
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The U14Bs celebrate their victory!

The U14C Teams from Bishops and Rondebosch after their match.
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U14D
2012 was a great year! all the boys involved loved their rugby and improved as players and 
as a team as the season progressed. hameer Vanmali coached the team and created a real 
sense of  belonging amongst the boys – although i am sure they never want to run another 
‘V’ in their lives again! hameer was ably assisted by tom Van as and mikhail bolus. andrew 
‘braveheart’ Gowar captained the team and stood back for no one! On paper this must have 
been the ‘team of  the year’ – i don’t believe any other team achieved the ‘triple crown’ (beat-
ing wbhs, saCs and rbhs home and away). they won the last game of  the season against 
rbhs 60-0 – the biggest victory margin ever at this level – and most of  it by wings scoring 
in the corner!
Phil Court

 squash 
squash remains a popular sport.  During the winter terms in particular, the courts have very 
heavy usage from members of  the school as well as western Province youth squash.  Our 
facilities (although our courts have been around for a long time) are the envy of  most schools 
who visit us.  To have five courts together sharing a common viewing area is a massive advan-
tage and one only has to drop in on a Friday afternoon (match day) to see the value we get 
from them.  During the 2012 season we hosted several tournaments as well as countless wP 
squadding sessions and school matches. bishops squash is also in a very good state with almost 
too many boys wanting to play the game as their winter sport. We have five senior teams in 
the u19 leagues and four junior teams in the u15 leagues. Our teams all performed well, once 
again, and the standard remains very high throughout the school. this is backed up by our 
Provincial and National representations. Our top player, Derek brink, is highly ranked in sa 
as well as being the wP No. 1, despite being still in Grade 11. his brother, Peter, was unlucky 
to be injured for the iPt this year otherwise he would have probably got himself  a high na-
tional junior ranking as well.

Overall, we congratulate the following players on being selected for the Western 
Province teams:
U19  Derek Brink, JP Lanser and Michael Louis
U16 Peter Brink and Stefan Ranoszek
U14 Cameron Glynn-Dicks, Matthew Perrott and Calven Wilson

Full Colours were awarded to the top three players above with our two u16 representatives 
gaining half  Colours this year. the captain of  squash in 2012, richard mills, also gained his 
half  Colours.  as he leaves us he has very generously bequeathed a trophy to be voted on by 
the squash staff  at the College each year for the most improved player – the mills trophy 
will therefore be awarded for the first time in 2013 and we thank the mills family for this 
initiative.

the house matches were once again enthusiastically played and it was Ogilvie who took the 
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honours in both the senior and junior inter-house events this year.  Congratulations to them and to 
Derek brink on winning the Jackson Cup for the second year in succession.

the summer season sees the 1st Vi players compete in the traditional wbhs festival in 
October and then the FNb st andrews Festival in February – we wish the team every success 
in those tournaments which will be reported on in the next report on squash at bishops. Our 
thanks goes to mr Pasquallie and to mrs van selm for their devoted service to the squash 
department as loyal drivers on Fridays and we look forward to welcoming back mr kerbelker 
from his year away.
John Knight

U15
it never fails to amaze me how enthusiastically the boys approach the game no matter at what 
level they compete. squash is a great game for all levels – it demands both hard work and 
fitness. It is very noticeable how the boys improve during the season with the committed ap-
proach and a willingness to make use of  all the opportunities. tuesday was largely spent with 
coaching sessions with the boys assigned to various groups. it is important that the boys are 
taught the basics of  the game and that they learn how to play the game correctly. From gen-
eral stroke play to positioning on the court, these sessions were valuable in getting the message 
across and the boys were committed and willing to learn. the thursday session allows for the 
boys to play practice games in a simulated match situation. the boys are allocated to a group 
and they play a round robin format with each boy playing each other boy in the group. this 
also allows for rankings and a ladder to be drawn up. It is difficult to assess our overall perfor-
mance in the leagues, but i can comfortably say that all four teams ended in the top three of  
their respective leagues. a notable achievement considering that some of  the lower teams often 
end up playing a or b teams of  the smaller school. matches were well attended and again the 
enthusiasm was evident throughout the season. One aspect that the boys can work on in the 
future is the scoring process, as this is an important part of  the game. without the support of  
a number of  staff, the process can never run smoothly. my thanks and appreciation to the fol-
lowing for their involvement and hard work. to mr knight, as the staff  member in charge of  
squash at the College; the various coaches, mark allen (with the top group), mr Lionel white 
with the beginner group and Brian Faure during the first part of  the season. 

TEAMS
A team:  P. Brink, S. Ranoscek, A. Green, R. Nelson
B team:  M. Perrott, C. Wilson, L. Baker, M. Knight
C team: O. Dyer, N. Piotrowski, A. Gowar, N. Viljoen
D team: C. Mitchell, G. Irvine, R. Allafranchino, J. Van Der Linden
Also played: W. Reid, P. Morkel-Brink, A. Sutherland, S. Dominicus, C. Gruber,  
A. Michelatos, M. Quibell, M. Christy, B. Kane, J. Wells, A. Vavatzanidis, H. Makin,  
N. Thompson  
David Russell
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